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What we want - What we beleive
l. \ile want communism. We believe that anyone who opposes all

oppression*power of groups over groups-is a communist. This
includes opposition to national oppression, class oppression and gender
oppression.

2. We want socialism. We believe that socialism is the path to com-
munism. We believe that the current dictatorship of the bourgeoisie
oppresses the world's majority. We believe that socialism-the dictator-
ship of the proletariat and peasantry-is a neressary step towards a
world without inequality or dictatorship-a communist world. We
uphold the USSR under L,enin and Stalin (1917-1953) and China under
Mao (1949-1976) as models in this regard.

3. We want revolutlonary armed struggle. We betieve that the
oppressors will not give up their power without a fight. Ending oppre$-
sion is only possible by building public opinion to seize power through
armed struggle. We believe, however, that armed struggle in the imperi-
alist countries is a serious strategic mistake until the bourgeoisie
becomes really helpless. Revolution will become a reality for North
America as the U.S. military becomes over-extended in the govem-
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ment's attempts to maintain world hegemo-ny.
"We are advocates of the abolition of war, we do not want war; but

war can only be abolished through war, and in orderto get rid ofthe gun
it is necessary to take up the gun." -. Mao Zrlong

4. We want organization. We'believe that democratic-centralism,
the system ofunified application of majority decisions, is necessary to
defeat the oppressors. This system includes organization, leadership,
discipline and hierarchy. The oppressors use these weapons, and we
should too. By building a disciplined revolutionary communist vanguard
party, we follow in the tradition of comrades Lenin, Mao and Huey
Newton.
' 5. We want independent institutions of and for the oppressed.'
We believe that the oppressed need independent media to build public
opinion for socialist revolution. We believe that the oppressed need
independent institutions to provide land, bread, housing, education,
medical care, clothing, justice and peace. We believe that the best inde-
pendent institution of all is a self-reliant socialist govemment.

6. lVe want continuous revolution. We believe that class sfiuggle
continues under socialism. We believe that under socialism, the danger
exists for a new bourgeoisie to arise within the communist party itself.
We believe that these new oppresso$ will restore capitalism unless they
are stopped. We believe that the bourgeoisie seized power in the USSR
after the death of Stalin in 1953; in China it was after Mao's death and
the overthrow of the "Gang of Fou/l in 1976. We believe that China's
Great Proletarian Cultural Revoltttibn (1966-1976) is the farthe$t
advance towards communism in human history because it mobilized
millions of people against the restoration of capitalism.

7. We want a unitcd front against imperialism. We believe that
the imperialists,are currently wagihg a hot war-a World War III:
against the woild's oppressed nations, inoluding the'U.S. empire's inter-
nal colonies. We seek to unite all who can be united under proletarian
and feminist leadership against imperialism, capitalism and patriarchy.

We believe that the imperialist-country working classes are primar-
- ily a pro-imperialist labor aristocracy at this time. Likewise, we believe

that the biological-women of the imperialist countries are primarily a
gender aristocracy. Thus, while we recruit individuals from these and
other reactionary groups to work against their class, national and gender
interests, we do not sepk strategic unity with these groups. [n fact, we'
believe that the imperialist-country working-classes and imperialish,
country biological-women, like the bourgeoisies and petit-bourgeoisies,'
owe reparations to the intemational proletariat and peasantry. As such;
one of the first strategic steps MIM will take upon winning state irower
will be to open the borders.

We believe that socialism in the imperialist countries will require the
dictatorship of the intemational proletariat and that the imperialist-counfy
working-classes will need to be on the receiving end of this dictatorship.

8. lVe want New Democracy for the oppressed nations. We want
power for the oppressed nations to determine their destinies.

We believe that oppressed people will not be free until they are able
to determine their destinies. We look forward to the day when oppressed
people will live without imperialist police terror and wjll learn to speak
their mind without fear of the consequences from the oppressor. When
this day comes, meaningful plebiscites can be held in which the peoples
will decide for themselves if they want their own separate nationlstahs
or some other.arrangement.

9. We want woild revoludon. We believe it is our duty to support
Marxism-l.eninism-Maoism everywhere, though our principal task is to
build public opinion and independent institutions in prcparation for
Maoist revolution in North America. The imperialists think and act
globally-we must do the same.

10. lVe wgnt politics in command. We believe that correct tactics
flow from correct strategies, which flow from a correct ideological and
politigal line. We believe that the fight against imperialism, capitalism
and patriarchy goes hand-in-hand with the fight against revisionism,
chauvinism, and opportunism.

"The correctness or otherwise of the ideological and pottical line
decides everything. When the Party's line is correct, then everythingwill
come its way. If it has no followers, then it can have followers; if it has
no guns, then it can have guns; if it has no political power, then it qan
have political power." -Mao Zndong *
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This docwnent was publislud in MIM Notes 40 (March 4, 1990) and
las since been accepted by party-wide vote. It updates somewlwt the
founding docwnents and helps distinguish MIM\ linefum tlat of otlur
parties. Thk is also intended to demonstate, in down-to-Earth terms,
wlwt it means to be.a commtmist and Maoist.

As a communist vanguard party, MIM attempts to take a stand on
every issue through an informed membership and active discussion in its
newspaper and theoretical journal.

MIM knows that it is not possible to change the fundamental nature
of the United States without an armed revolution. The ballot box will
simply never fundamentally alter the dominance of men over women,
the capitalist class over the proletarian class, or the white nation over the
Black, Latino and First Nations.

There are several areas, however, which are the main focus of
MIM's attack on capitalist Amerika.

The power ofoppressor over oppressed groups. In this category the
party works to end the oppression of women, oppressed nationals and
classes. In the long run, communists also favor the abolition of the state
and the distinction between leaders and led, city and countryside and
mental and manual labor as well. The destruction of class inequalities
wifl not automatically destroy sexism, heterosexism, national chauvin-
ism or racism and the party must have. a separate analysis of, these
oppressions.

Amongst these issues, MIM focuses on imperialism, social-imperi-
alism and militarism as most strategic at this moment in history.
Currentfy, no movement against oppression can ultimately succeed
without the abolition of imperialism and militarism.

Imperialism. l.enin defines imperialism as the highest stage of cap-
italism within a country characterized by large multi-national corpora-
tions that invest abroad. This includes the phenomena of the First World
taking from the less developed Thir{ World. The United States, Europe
and Japan build factories which employ "cheap labor" in underdevel-
oped countries such as Mexido, Brazil or Singapore. The industries pro-
vide only sutsistence wages or less to their workers while tumingsuper-
profits on the goods which are then sold to the First World.

The same companies use force and generally enjoy the support of
the governments in their home countries-imperialist govemments--to
keep Third World workers in their place and destrqy the economy and
environment of these countries. The white pgople who work for these
companies in the United States are satisfied with their high wages and
cheap goods while the Third World pays the price. MIM believes that all
actions by revolutionaries taken in the United States must bedidtated by
the interests of the intemational proletariat, which overwhelmingly
resides in the Third World.

Social-imperialisn. Social-imperialism is a phrase that refers to
"socialism in words, imperialism in deeds." It applies to the former
Soviet Union after the death of Stalin which had a history of imperialist
practices most obvious in the Soviet bombing of Eritrea, the invasion of
Afghanistan and the general maneuvering to secure an international
spherc of influence.

Militarism. MIM opposes militarism at all levels, from the police at
the grassroots to the U.S. military acting as global cops to enforce the
U.S. political and economic agenda. This means moving against military
research in universities, mobilizing against police power, and supporting
liberation struggles against the U.S. military. Ireland, EastTimor and the
Philippenes are all countries with liberation struggles which MIM sup-
ports against imperialism despite, varying levels of agreement on the
platform or strategy. In all U.S. irnperialist wars, including those against
other ir4perialists, MIM hopes for U.S. defeat.

World War is not in the interest of the international proletariat. The
proletariat does the dying and the imperialists make the profits.

The breadth of the cunent World War III worsening. Mfr/I
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believes that as U,S. hegemony crumbles as it has been doing since
the mid-1970s, the U.S. military machine is likely to become
overextended and even trigger a possible nuclear holocaust. The
sigls are obvious: the invasions oflebanon and Grenada, the min-
ing of a Nicaraguan harbor, and the invasions of Panama, ,Iraq,
Somalia and Haiti. U.S. troops are involved in maneuvers world-
wide and the potential for a multiple engagements which would
strain the All Volunteer Forces is easily foreseen. MM is vigilant
against militarism and imperialism and when U.S. troops are fight-
ing in foreign wars even people without a serious interest in revolu-
tionary change may sympathize with MIM. *

The materialist method:
How to choose an ideology
by MCS
From'"Ullhat's your llne?', a MIM pomphlet

One of the comrhon questions in the left movement is: What work is
the most effective? MIM answers this via historical comparison. This is
the process of looking at history to see which ideologiei most success.
frrlly brought about revolution.

It is only by examining the practice of various ideologies over the
long run of history thht one can decide which ideology is the most effec-
tive in promoting the end of oppression of oppressed groups by oppres-
sor groups. In contrast, some people think it is fair to compare an
abstract idea with an actual movement. That is not the materialist
method. Once one allows ideas to be compared to actual, historical
movements one has no way of stopping all kinds of comparisons of
ideas to actual practices. One can only compari practices with practices.

It is intellectuals and Trotskyists who compare practices to ideas to
see how good or bad the practice is. With this comparison, for example,
it is easi to shoot down the practice of Stalinism with the ideas of
Trotskyism or the ideas of Madison and Jefferson or any idea for that
matter, This method is not wrong because it is Tfotskyist or Madisonian.
Rathcr, Trotskyism is wrong because it uses this idealist method to crit-
icize Stalinism instead of comparing Trotskyist practice with Stalinist
practice.

In the same vein, it's not fair to compare Mao with Jesus Christ in
the abstract. Maybe Mao did not obey the 10 Commandments. But his
followers have a better practice than the Christians when it comes to
ending oppression.

The only time it is correct to evaluate a practice in relationship to an
idea is within that practice. Maoists can determine if there are better
ways to be Maoists"and tap existing potential by discussing ideas with-
in Maoism. Even then, the only proof of the validity of a new Maoist
idea is by comparing one Maoist practice with another Maoist practice.

Hence MIM uses the "where's the beef' taunt to everyone else.
There are an infinity of logically consistent ideas ranging from profes-
sor$"pet economic models to Hare Krishna. Only some ideas, however,
have come with practices to end oppression. By choosing the ideology
that goes with the most historically effective practice of social change to
end oppression, one separates oneself from dogmatism and religion.
Dogmatism may take the form of believing in reform no matter what; it
may take the form of opposing dogma all the time, but in every case
dogmatism and religion really amount to comparing apples and oranges,
the apples being ideas and the oranges, practices. Dogmatists of all
stripes conclude that oranges should trb more like apptes. In contrast,
Marxist materialists just pick the best oranges.

MIM forms the following ccinclusions on the materialist method:
1. In debate, we must decide when it is appropriate to compare prac-

tices with each other.
2. Then we must decide on when it is appropriate to develop

ideas within a practice. *



Who is a communist?
Communism is the abolition of power of people over people. This

means abolishing "oppression," whether the oppreision Ue of nitions Uy
nations, classes by classes, women by men or any other division in soci-
ety. Communism is based on mutual cooperation, peace and justice
instead of oppression.

Many people have communist intentions, that is, they want to abol-
ish oppression and claim work towards communism. Because MIM
judges politicalrmovements based on their long term effects relative to
other real-life movements, MIM encourages people with communist
intentions to study and apply Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, which we
believe has proved the most effective path towards communism. MIM
reserves the term "communist" for those who share our views on the.his-
toric attempts in foreign countries to move toward communism and
apply the method of dialectical materialism to currcnt problems.

, The dividing line questions for communists involve an understanding
of the two largest, most socialist experiments: China and the Soviet Union.
MIM believes communists must agree on two important questions:

l. The Sovlet Unlon {as a state capitalist country. This means
that while the l9l7 Bolshevik Revolution set Russia on the course of
communism--and the socialist road was followed under Stalin-the
struggle was in the end lost and the bourgeois restoration in the USSR
was evidenced as it adopted capitalist methods and economy. The same
process of bourgeois restoration happened in China after the death of
Mao and the arrest of the so-called Gang of Four. State capitalism means
that the slate runs the economy according to capitalist aicounting such
as profitability and markets, not human need. There exists a state class
ofbureaucrats which controls production, a state bourgeoisie.

2. The Chinese Cultural Revolution was the farthest historical
advance toward communism. From 1966 to 1976 in China, all of soci-
ety was placed in a state of internal revolution, mostly the mobilization
of the workers, students and peasants against the party bureaucracy to
make it more accountable to the masses. It was a restructuring of health
care, education, work and cultural values right down to Oaity tfe. mis
ended in 1976 when the "Gang of Four", Mao's successors, were arrest-
ed in a coup.

Communists in the First World and in oppressed nations within
imperialist borders must agree on a third question:

3. The imperialist nafion working classes are not exploited and not
revolutionary at this time. As a labor aristocracy, their interests are
opposed to that of the intemational proletariat.

In the Third World, this question is important in the struggle to rec-
ognize one's intemational friends as separate from onb's enemies. This
question is not of dividing line importance in the Third World, however.

Finally, communists believe that a communist party-not just ad hoc
or individual organizing-is necessary. MIM accepts people as members
who understand and accept these three positions and who will carry out
party discipline on all other issues. This means upholding the party line
in public, democratic centralism.

People working to end oppression who do not agree with MIM on
these three questiohs or do not believe in the necessity of a party belong
in other organizations--organizations MIM believes belong to political
trends that are historically proven to be less effective in bringing about
the end of oppression.

MIM expresses general unity with all other groups and outbreaks
against imperialism: maris movements against oppression have as many
forms as forms of power. In this sprit, the party insists on telling people
the uncompromise.d truth and discusses and criticizes the strategy and
tactics of any given action.

MIM encourages everyone, communist or not, to be involved in the
struggle against imperialism.. *



Myths about Maoism
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Common misperceptions
l. As many as 30 million died in the Great [rap from famine and

execution caused by Mao.
2. There was widespread violence perpetrated by Mao in the

Cultural Revolution.
3. Mao opposed intellectuals, education and individuality.

The Great Leap - "Mao was a butcher"
Wdstern scholars have estimated that between 16.4 million and 29.5

million people died in the Great Leap Forward.(l) It is a common argument
that this was due to executions ordered by Mao and the Chinese Communist
Party. People who know a little more about the history ofChina know about
the famine, natural disasters and starvation during this period. However,
they often attribute these starvation deaths to malicious programs and mis-
management of industrialization and distribution of goods.

The first problem with these myths is that they are based on inaccu-
rate statistics. Such high mortality figures are based on comparing pro-
jected population size with actual population size. This method assumes
constant population growth, which is.far from reality during tumultuous
periods in history such as a revolution. The statistics are also based on
figures supplied by the bourgeoisie and revisionists, which were ene-
mies of the Great Leap.

In reality, the deaths attributed to the Great Leap (1958-60) are
mostly due to starvation, particularly from the Great lrap's aftermath
(1960-l), not executions. Flooding and drought seriously affected over
half of China's land in that famine. The Soviet Union withdrew its
industrial aid in 1960 causing a viroal halt in most of China's industry
The Soviet Union had agreed to provide about 300 modern indushial
plants but only 154 were completed by 1960.(2) Thousands of Soviet
technicians who were in China to assist with indushial development left
within the period of a month, taking with them their blue-prints and
stopping supply shipments.(3)

Mao did claim government responsibility for 8fi),000 executions
between 1949 and 1954. These were popularly sanctioned executions
done in people's trials against the most hated landlords and pro-Japanese
(pro-imperialist) elements who had tenorized the masses.(4)

Neither Mao, nor the Chinese Communist Party claimed that the
Great Leap Forward had been without mistakes. Self criticism is an
important part of Maoism, and Mao himself wrote self criticisms on
some practices of the Great Leap. Unlike the Soviets, the Chinese
admitted when the goals they had se! for themselves had been too high,
and were unreasonable.

It is not surprising that these myths are so actively propalated by
capitalist countries, which are far more deserving of the label "butcher."
Fourteen million children, mostly ftom capitalist Asian countries, die
each year from starvation.(5) Llsing the same methods that the bourgeois
scholars and media use, in the United States in 1986, 75,980 Blacks died
from having inadequate health care.(6) If the United States were the
same size as China, that would mean the death of over 300,0fi) Black
people annually!

With a quarter of the world's children, if China hadn't been liberat-
ed by Mao and the Chinese Communist Party, that situation would be
much worse today. As it was, 22, million Chinese died of starvation dur-
ing World War II, thanks to Japanese imperialism and the U.S.-backed
regime. Under Mao and the Chinese Communist Party, the life expectan-
cy of the Chinese people doubled from 35 under the capitalist
Kuomintang ta 69.(7)

The Cultural Revolution - "Mao
perpetrated violence"

The Cultural Revolution is another popular target of the imperialists.
western analysis commonly attribute all violence that occuned between
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1966-76 to Mao.
Although there were only a handful of Western observers in China

during the Cultural Revolution, most westem observers are willing to
attribute hundreds of thousands or millions of deaths to the Cultural
Revolution. Usually there are no specifics, as there are few first-hand
accounts by westemers. No westerner can claim a comprehensive study.
While it is possible that there were millions of deaths during the Cultural
Revolution, they were not ordered by Mao. Mao explicitly ordered that
the Cultural Revolution benon-violent. Central Committee directives of
the Communist Party stated that "When there is a debate, it should be
conducted by reasoning, not by coercion or force."(8) Furthermore, the
violence which occuned during civil war was largely the responsibility
of factions opposed to Mao.

Mao's enemies in China were more realistic than the westem propa-
gandists. They directly blamed Mao and his followers, the so-called
Gang of Four, for a total of 34,0fi) executions or deaths caused by other
means of repression during the Cultural Revolution. If Mao's enemies
are correct, should the 34,0fi) have been executed? MIM does not know
the facts. Nor does anyone except Mao's imprisoned followers, Mao's
high-ranking enemies in the party and the masses at large, who have not
been asked in airy systematic way.

Mao, in the form of self-criticism, stated that there had been too
many executions during the Cultural Revolution. In this writing, Mao
expressed his philosophy, which is also MIM's. According to Mao, it
may be justified to execute a murderer or someone who blows up a f4c-
tory, however, in most cases, including all cases in the schools, govem-
ment and army, Mao believed: "What harm is there.in not executing peo-
ple? Those amenable to labour reform should go and do labour reform,
so that rubbish can be transformed into something useful. Besides, peo-
ple's heads are not like leeks. When you cut them off, they will not grow
again. If you cut off a head wrongly, there is no way of rectifying the
mistake even if you want to."(9)

If people calling themselves Maoists did rbt carry this philosophy
out, MIM does not defend them. MIM does know for sure, and the sta-
tistics are available even in the United States for all to see, that Mao
accomplished the most of any political leader this century and probably
ever in history in reducing all kinds of violence combined.

Even many of Mao's own enemies who were purged (expelled) from
the party survived. Deng Xiaoping, current leader of Chin4 survived
being purged as the number two ranking revisionist and was sent to re-
education camp. On June 3-4, 1989, Deng ordered the army to fire on
hundreds of student demonstrators in Tlananmen Square. This violence
is of course a small portion of the violence caused by capitalist restora-
tion in China.

Mao and the Chinese Communist Party, with little outside help,
brought about major changes in a developing country while carrying out
a revolution and civil $yar. It is a mistake o hold the Chinese Communist
Party, or particularly Mao, an individual, responsible for everything that
occurred under their leadership. In the United States, a developed coun-
try which is not functioning in conditions anywhere near as difficult as
those of Communist China, annually there are 20,000 murders, 75,0(X)
deaths ofBlacks because ofsystematic national opression, the death of
a worker from work-related causes every five minutes, and the death of
a child every 50 minutes for lack of food or money.(I0)

Intellectuals and education were
repressed under Mao

Many western people believe that Mao was against "real" education
and "intellectuals" during the Cultural Revolution, and that schools were
tools for "brain-washing" and "propaganda". These beliefs come from
stories about the closing ofuniversities in China, new requirements and
regulations for textbooks and research, and new controls over what
types of art and theater were to be encouraged or allowed. Some of this
information was brought to westerners by Chinese intellectuals who left
China before or during the Cultural Revolution-they left because they
believed their way of life and status was threatened by these changes.

Westemers define "reaf'education as that which resembles westem
educational topics and agendas; i.e. studlng history and literature from
the point of view of the oppressors and.imperialists, mathematicVsci-



ence with the goal ofresearch toward technological or medical advances
that increase the wealth and power of the ruling classes, and studying to
the point of expertise and academic status but without emphasis on piac-
tical experience or usefulness for the communiW.
. , Westemers perceive Chinese education undir Mao as ..propaganda'l
becluse it encourages values and goals which contradictihe g6als of
capitalism. These values and goals taught in China during the Cultural
Revolution were consistent with the building of socialism. Education in
western nations is not perceived as "propaganda" by those who, con-
sciously.or not, agree with the goals of capitalisrn/imperialism and patri-
archy. Similarly, advertising for capitalist products, while recognized as
v_ery influential oh people's opinions and actions, is not perceived as
"brain-washing" by those who benefit from capitalism and have there-
fore decided to tolerate it.

Western perceptions of Maoist attitudes toward education. intellectu-
als and art were mostly based on information from Chinese who rejected
socialism, or from foreigners who examined the events in China from an
oltsider's viewpoint. You can gain a more realistic picture of the educa_
tional revolution in China by reading books by authors who support
what's best for the majority of the people, and who were closely involved
in the changes going on. For example, William Hinton's Hundred Day
War: The Cultural Revolution at Tsinghuo IJniversity explains how
socialism developed and old oppressive educational ideas were disman-
tled in the context of a famous institute of science and engineering:

"Students now spend as much time in the factories and on thi con-
struction sites of greater Peking as they do in classrooms and laborato-
ries, and professors devote as much energy to developing liaison with
the scores of factories and enterprises with which the university is allied
as they do to lecturing and advjsing students. No longer will ihousands
of privileged young men and women withdraw into ihe leafy wonder-
land of Tsinghua to crack books until they are too old to iaugh. No
longer will they stuff their heads with mathematical formulas rela-ting to
the outmoded industrial practices of pre-war Europe and America, slieat
through 'surprise attack' exams, and then emerge after years of isoHtion
from 

-production 
and political engagement uriable to-tell high-carbon

steel from ordinary steel or a 'proletarian revolutionary' from a .revi-
sionist.'

"In primary school dead sbrious about reading books.
"In middle school read dead books seriouslv.
"I-n the university seriously read books to diath!" (11)

. Mao d,id not oppose education. He opposed western-style education
because of its use in creating and justifying the existence of self-inter-
ested classes that don't necessarily. serve the public. Instead, education
and intellectuals should only serve the publii, and as part of this doc-
trine, Mao ordered the intellectuals to go live with the peasants to help
the peasants, educate the peasants and learn from the peasants.

The majority of China's population was poor andilliterate and had
very little access to basic needs, education oi medical care. Regarding
medical education, Mao said in 1965: ..Medical education should bi
reformed. Ttiere's no need to read so many books. ... It will be enough
to give-three years to graduates from higher primary schools. Thiy
yvguf{ tnen study and raise rheir standards mainly through practice. if
this kind of doctor is sent down to the countryside, even lf mey haven't
mlch talent, they would be better than quacks and witch docb;s and the
villages would be better able to afford to keep them. ... the way doctors
aretrained is only for the benefit ofthe cities. And yet in China over 500
million of our population are peasants."(12)

And in fact, one of many socialist programs developed was the bare-
foot doctors, who were peasants tralned for a few months in basic med-
ical care and then worked in their village to prevent disease and injury
improve sanitation, and treat common medicil problems. (13)
. _ _The following was the order issued by the Chinese Communist party
(CCP) Central Committee at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution in
1966:

"As regards scientists, technicians and ordinary members of work_
ing staffs, as long as they are patriotic, work energetically, are not
against the party and socialism, and maintain no illicit relationi with anv
foreigfr. country,. we should in the present movement continue to appty
the policy of unity-criticism-unity." (14)

Vast improvements were made in the educational system in China.
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Old capitalist-based textbooks were put aside and new textbooks were
used to teach the history and politics from the perspective of the major-
ity of the people. For example, Fundamentals of politicat Economy: a
popular introductory Marxist economic text, was published in 1974
(Shanghai People's Press) and studied by schoolchildren. Also, the liter-
acy rate in China increased dramatically.

Despite these major improvements, not all educational reforms were
correct. There were people calling themselves "Maoists" who advocat-
ed attacking all intellectual s and 95Vo of the Communist Party members
during the Culnrral Revolution. Mao called these people .tltra-leftists,'
because they used socialist language and ideas tojustify extreme actions
without first trying to discuss and encourage these intellectuals to
change their ways.(15)

' Mao (and the CCP) made self-criticisms for being too violent in
the past. Mao learned from the mistakes. Materialists know that we
do not have to repeat others' mistakes: we build on their furlhest
advances and the struggle moves forward. *
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National liberation struggles:
The road from imperialism to socialism
by MCtz,October 1994

MIM sees the principal contradiction in the world today as that
between imperialism and the oppressed nations, including the opprcssed
internal nations within the United States. Under these conditions, social-
ist revolution begins with a,national liberation struggle led by a com-
munist vanguard party.

Mao Zedong explained this principle: "When imperialism launches
a war ofaggression against a cquntry all its various classes, except for
some traitors, can temporarily unite in a national war against imperial-
ism. At such a time, the contradiction between imperialism and the
country concemed becomes the principal contradiction, while all the
other contradictions among the various classespf the country ... are
temporarily relegated to a secondary or subordinate positicin."(l)



Nations are a phenomenon of class society. Class and gender contra-
dictions pre-existed nations. Class and gender contradictions determine
national contradictions in the same way that they underlay and determine
the contradiction of capitalism. National liberation changes the condi-
tions under which class and gender struggles take place; but national lib-
eration cannot itself resolve the class and gender contradictions.

In the era of imperialism, the dual character of nations is this: the
principal contradiction on a world scale is between imperialism and the
oppressed nations. This cantradiction contains within it many other con-
tradictions: principally the contradictions ofclass and gender. Thus, the
contradictions of class and gender determine the contradictions of impe-
rialism. Through national liberation struggles, proletarian and feminist
interests are united in opposition to imperialism and national oppression,
thus creating the conditions for the eventual destruction of class and
gender oppression as well.

Lenin argued: "In the same way as mankind can arive at the aboli-
tion of classes only through a tnnsition period of the dictatorship of the
oppressed class, it can arive at the inevitable integration of nations only
through a transition period of the complete emancipation of all
oppressed nations, i.e., their freedom to secede."(2)

The people of the oppressor nations construct class and gender
alliances that use nationalism to advance their class and gender interests
within oppressor nations at the expense of the people of the gppressed
nations. These strategic alliances are mainly two-fold: the alliance of the
labor aristocracy and the imperialist bourgeoisie, and the gender alliance
between dominant-nation women and dominant-nation men.

The people of the oppressed nations, on the other hand, construct
class and gender alliances that advance the interests of their nations and
attack the foundations of imperialism. Their struggle is the revolution-
ary nationalist struggle, comprising an alliance of the working masses
with the left-wing of the national bourgeoisie and sections of the petty
bourgeoisie, and an alliance between women and left-wing men in the
oppressed nation.

In the oppressor nations, the bourgeoisie generally leads the nation-
al class alliance, and the patriarchy leads the national gender alliance. In
the oppressed nations, the level of leadership gained by the proletariat
(or its ideology) in the national class alliance, and the level of leadership
gained by feminism within the national gender alliance, determines the
revolutionary potential of the national liberation struggle.

Class and gender struggles thus propel natiorlal liberation struggles:
the class and gender contradictions between imperialism and the
oppressed nations are prioritized over the internal contradictions (and the
internal contradictions provide fuel for the fire of the overall movement).

Thfs strategy is the best way to finally defeat imperialism and patri-
archy, as historical experience demonstrates. In China, the communists'
participation in the national war against Japan was specifically intema-
tionalist in perspective, as articulated by Mao:

"[O]nly by fighting in defence of the motherland can we defeat the
aggressors aird achieve national liberation. And only by achieving
national liberation will it be possible for the proletariat and other work-
ing people to achieve their own emancipation. The victory of China and
the defeat of the invading imperialists will help the people of othercoun-
tries. Thus in wars of national liberation patriotism is applied intema-
tionalism."(3)

This has been advanced in practice in the era of imperialism. But the
idea predates modern imperialism, as Frederick Engels touched on it
briefly in 1882. Engels said ofthe workers in Ireland and Poland in 1882
that they had "not only the right but even the duty to be nationalistic . ..
they are most internationalistic when they are genuinely nationalistic."
Ten years earlier, Engels had argued that Irish workers should have their
own national organization, because to ask them to join the British
Federal Council would have been an insult.(4)

Not all national struggles in the oppressed nations lead to socialism.
The second half of the 2fth century is full of countries that won inde-
pendence only to fall into neocolonialism rather rising toward socialism.
The academic Juan Gomez-Quinones explains r.his:

"Historically, when the working class has been led by Marxists and
the class struggle linked with the national liberation struggle, there has
been a progressive revolutionary development. When the two have been
separated or driven apart, national aspirations are captured by the bour-
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geoisie and right-wing petty bourgeoisie, who use them for power and
advantage."(5)

Thus MIM seeks to pursue national liberation struggles led by
communists: a Maoist vanguard party. At present MIM is the only
such party in North AmeriCa; we-looi< forward to the emergence of
independent vanguard parties among the oppressed nations within
the U.S. and around the world. *

Notes:
l. Mao Zedong, "On Contradicti on," Selected Worlcs YoL I, p. 331 .
2. V.I Lrnin, "The Socialist Revolution and the Right of Nations to Self-
Determination." January-February 1916. From Selected Worls, One Volume
Edition. Intemational Publishers: Ne'w York, 1971. p. lffi.
3. Mao, "The Role of the Chinese Communist Party in the National War,"
Selected Works of Maa Tse-Tung, Vol. II, p. 196.
4. Ian Cummins, Marx, Engels and National Movements, l,ondon: 1980. p. lO4.
5. Juan G6mez-Quifrones, "Critique on the National Question, Self-
Determination and Nationalism." Latin American Perspectives, Spring 1982,
issue 33, vol. IX, no. 2. p.77.

Revol utionary fem inism
Catharine MacKinnon: Settler
feminism's best falls short of
revol utionary fem i n ism
by Mci,edtted W MCB52 ond MC205

For the most part, Catharine MacKinnon's work is the best of recent
Amerikan feminism. In this essay, MIM develops an argument on how
MacKinnon's methodology is patriarchal.

What MIM cherishes about MacKinnon is that she frames the ques-
tion of rape and harassment correctly, net that she answers it.
MacKinnon makes it much easier for Marxism to enter into a dialogue
with settler feminism, She notices that women are oppressed as a group
and that all sex is basically rape. She also notices the complicity ofFirst
World women in their own situation.

What MIM disagrees with is rooted in what MacKinnon herself calls
subjective methodology: "What women experience as degrading and
defiling when we are raped includes as much that is distinctive to us as
is about our experience of sex."(l) This is a right-on point that leads to
a material.ist critique of First World feminism that MacKinnon never
honestly faces, which explains all the lengthy circumlocutions against
Marxist method in her book Toward a Feminist Theory of State.

MacKinnon cannot answer the questions shq poses about women as
a group, because her methodological approach is subjectivism, where
she sees the truth as what a woman sees. The'truth" is inevitably a truth
opposed to the uneducated, workers, peoples of different cultures, and
women themselves, at least in Amerika, which is MacKinnon's audi-
ence. The dominant culture teaches everyone to devalue the uneducated,
workers, oppressed nations and other "deviants." In reality, all men sex-
ually harass women, but only some arb labeled as harassers, and only
because these men come from sexual cultures different from the
accuser's,

MacKinnon comes very close to recognizing this without ever fol-'
lowing through on her own thoughts: "Men who were put in prison for
rape ... they were put in jail for something very little differentfrom what
most men do most of the time and call it sex. The only difference is they
got caught. That view is non-remorseful and not rehabilitative. It may
also be true."(2) MacKinnon virtually says that all approaches of men to
women are harassmenr "I think we lie to women when we call it not
power when a woman is come onto by a man who is not her employer,
not her teacher. What do we labor under, what do we feel, when a man-
any man--comes and hits on us?"(3)

In the United States, where subjectivist feminists including
MacKinnon attack Marxism, women's subjective truth is created by
Hollywood. Subjectivists refuse to overcome Hollywood's class and
national chauvinism. As an individual, MacKinnon has grappled with
these issues somewhat, but what she advocates for women as a group
has nothing to do with her own subjective truth. What pseudo-feminist-



instructed women fail to realize is that treating individual men from
oppressed nations the same as individual men from the white nation
does not change the systematic oppression these men face--in fact, the
claim of "identical treatment" often perpetuates this oppression.
MacKinnon's book Fetninism Unmodifted should be subtitled
Imperialism Unmodified.

Instead of facing the issue coherently, MacKinnon asks nihilist ques-
tions to oppose supposedly evil, pahiarchal science*which promotes the
view that rape can be objectively determined instead of being deter-
mined by any woman with whatever biases: "But what is the standard
for sex, and is this question asked from the wsman's point of view? The
level of force is not adjudicated at her point of violation; it is adjudicat-
ed at the standard for the normal level of force. Who sets the stan-
dard?"(4) MacKinnon does not answer her own question here, probably
because she answers it elsewhere and realizes it is a contradiction. The
MacKinnon answer is that Hollywood/pomography sets the standard for
both men and women, so Hollywood sets the standard, both from what
she attributes to the male view and her own view. Yet according to her
own analysis, a person's "point of violation" is determined subjectively.
She lapses from talking about groups to talking about "the woman's
point of view-" She offers no way of assessing what that point of view is
for women as a group, a fatal flaw in her attempt to oppose Liberalism
with subjectivism.

In practice, MacKinnon correctly targets the profits of pornogra-
phers by setting up sex harassment and anti-pom legal suits. Yet her
practice gains no support from her theory because if you were to ask
Amerikan women the truth, they would not oppose either Hollywood or
pomography.

In fact, MacKinnon holds that women are substantially sexist
because they belong to a pornographic society and enjoy their own sub-
ordination. *I think that the sexual desire in women, at least in this cul-
ture, is socially constructed as that which we come to want in our own
self-annihilation. That is, our subordination is eroticized in and as
female; in fact, we get off on it to a degree, if nowhere near as mdch as
men do... Such a critique of complicity does not come from an individ-
ualistic theory." (5) She holds that having women as judges makes no
difference because a biologigal woman's perspective is still sexist and
will be as sexist as a biological man's given the same structural role.

MacKinnon's methodology is so flawed that it simultaneously states
that what women see is the truth while allowing that women's percep
tions are sexist. Voila, the truth is sexist. Voila, women's views (the
truth) ofrape are sexist. Rape is not rape and what is not rape is rape.
' This is the mess that every idealist (non-Marxist, non-materialist
thinker) ends up in. It's just more apparent in MacKinnon because she
thinks more consistently than most idealists. By contrast, MIM holds
that patriarchy is a pattern of oppression existing in concrete reality that
can be changed in concrete reality. The existence and possible overthrow
of patriarchy have nothing to do with subjective experience. Women feel
violated because undemeath their subjective experiences is the reality of
economic, military, and govemmental coercion. (While biology under-
lies some aspects of gender, it does not cause gender oppression.)

MacKinnon explicitly rejects the approach of finding visible resis-
tance by the rape victim as necessary for rape to have happened. Nor
does she uphold objectively male definitions regarding asking men to
stop.(6) In harassment issues, the settler definition is "unwanted
advances." As foi rape, it is "emotional coercion" and "persuasion" or
just feeling "violated," says MacKinnon. Unless MacKinnon and other
subjectivists mean to advocate across-the-board asexuality, this is all
settler feminism because Amerikan women no doubt feel most violated
by approaches different from their own.

Fint World women do not have to go around wondering, "How am
I going to carry forward my time.honored role in the lyn0hing of Black
men?" Rather, white women report sex that they feel "violates" them.
And being raised in a white-supremacist system, white women feel vio-
lated by Black men who do the same things that white men do. What
happens when First World women accuse some men of rape and not oth-
ers? Jhey accuse men who do not fit their Hollywood image of romance.
And they join the criminal justice system in perpetrating nation, class
and gender oppression.

Actually, MacKinnon states that shg just wants more sex counted as
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rape in court, the same way many workers have good days sometimes
but also want higher wages at some fraction of institutions.(7) What
MacKinnon fails to notice in her analogy with Marxism ("sex is to fem-
inism what work is to Marxism"), Marx never advocated that individual
workers go to court and reach individual settlements of their wage dis-
putes. He wanted a revolution ofthe oppressed to change the very insti-
tutions making decisions on such law suits.

What MIM propagates is a scientific approach to rape and harass-
ment. We tell women the truth: rape and harassment cannot be eliminat-
ed without the elimination of power of people over people. That has
nothing to do with the feelings of individual women or men.

MacKinnon only goes half-way. She opposes individualism and tells
women that rape is a group problem. Then her practices focus on law
suits involving individuals, the same way that some opportunist so-
called Marxists focus workers on winning individual bread-and-butter
struggles instead of political power. MacKinnon avoids the revolution-
ary implications of saying that all women are oppressed whether they
admit it or not. Ultimately, she lacks MIM's confidence that Third World
toilers will overthrow the system and bring massive social changes.

This essay is an edited compilation of several essays which first
appeared in chapter five of MIM Theory 2/3, Swnmer 1992.

Not' ;:
l. Catharine MacKinnon, Feninism Unnodified: Discourses on Life and Imt,
Harvard University Press, 1987, p, 87.
2. tbid., p. 88.
3. Ibid., p. 89.
4. Ibid., p. 88.
5. lbid., p. 58
6. Ibid., p. 87-8.
7. Ibid., p.60-1, 89.

Who are our friends?
Who are our enemies?
w Mctz
Publtshed Mllll Notes 45,Odober 1, 1990

ln 1926, Mao Zedong asked: "Who are our enemies? Who are our
friends?.. .. To distinguish real friends from real enemies, we must make
a general analysis of the economic status of the various classes in
Chinese society and of their respective attitudes toward the revolu-
tion."(l)

To avoid leading anyone down a dead-end road, communists always
need to pnswer these questions.

MIM holds that, at the present, the majority of white workers in this
country-skilled workers, trade unionists, paper-pushers, etc.{o not
represent a revolutionary class. They do not create surplus value as
much as reapportion the surplus which results from superexploitation of
the Third World and oppressed internal nations. They are not prepared
to abandon bourgeois aspirations and mainly high-payingjobs to drop
everything for the good of the international proletariat.

This is not the result of a lack of correct leadership, or from a sim-
ple failure to develop class consciousness. For the ideology which leads
white workers to seek more VCRs instead of less capitalists has a mate-
rial basis which is itself a barrier.

Some people accuse MIM of being "anti-Marxisf'for "ignoring the
working class." But is this a new idea in Marxism?

In 1858 (132 years ago), Engels wrote to Marx: '"fhe English prole-
tariat is actually becoming more and more bourgeois, so that the most
bourgeois ofall nations is apparently aiming ultimately at the possession
of a bourgeois aristocracy and a bourgeois proletariat alongside the
bourgeoisie. For a nation which exploits the whole world this is of
course to a certain extent justifrable." (Emphasis addedX2)

In his analysis of imperialism, l,enin further analyzed the role of this
"labor aristocracy." And he wrote: "In the civil war between the prole-
tariat and the bourgeoisie, they [the labor aristocracyl inevitably, and in
no small nwnbers, take the side of the 'bourgeoisi€..."(emphasis



added).(3)
MIM's class analysis relies heavily on the piercing hisorical work

of J. Sakai in Settlers: the Mythology of thc White Proletariat,
(Morningstar Press, I 983).

The international proletariat has nothing to lose but its chains,
and is therefore fully prepared-with the correct leadership-to lead
proletarian revolution and end class cippression altogether in the
long run. *

Notes:
l. Mio, "Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society," in Sekcted Readings from
the Works of Mao Tse-Tung, Peking: Foreign knguage Press, l97l
2, Engels quoted in l*.nin, Imperialism, the Highest Stage of'Capitalisa in
Selected Works, Vol. l, New York: International Publishers, 1971. p. 247 ,
3. Ibid, p. 175.

Democratic centralism
w McrT & Mcr r
Publtshed Mllltl Notes Sl,April l99l

"It is, I think, almost universally realized at present that the
Bolsheviks could not have retained power for two and a half months, let
alone two and a half years, without the most rigorous and tnrly iron dis-
cipline in our Party,.."-V.I. Lenin(l)

Democratic centralism is a principle oforganization that can be used
(or abused) by any functioning group. The democratic part of the term
defines the equal participation and voice expected from all members ofthe
organization. The centralism refers to the mandate that all members uphold
'all decisions made by the democratic p(rcesses of the organization.

In practical terms this translates into real participatory democracy
within, but with strict discipline expected from all members. Even if one
member disagrees with a decision, Vhe is expected to uphold the deci-
sion extemally while working from within to convince other members
that they are wrong. This method of ,organization is based on the
assumption that eventually the majority of the members of a group, pre-
sented with conflicting views, will be able'to arrive at the best possible
decision. This may be a prolonged process, and mistakes may be made,
but the democratic element ensures that debate can go bn until all mem-
bers are satisfied.

First, the question of why people organizing for a socialist revolu-
tion should adopt structures at all needs to be addressed. To answer this
we need to look at groups that exist without structure, in relative anar-
chy. These organizations can never be tnily democratic because they
inevitably lead to the formation of informal cliques that translate into
power for those more experienced or more connected people-and pow-
erlessness for other members, This is seen in single-issue organizations
which almost always have a regular practice of informal decision mak-
ing that only involves some of the members-usually the more experi-
enced ones. Ironically it is people in these groups who most often
oppose democratic centralism, deeming it undemocratic by comparing it
to their own practice.

This is not to say that cliques will not exist in a party. The difference
between groups that don't follow democratic centralist principles and a
party is that the party has the structure and therefore the potential to
enact policies that keep individuals or groups from usurping power,
allowing true democratic participation from all members. Shucturally,
democratic centralism disperses power to all the members. This possi-
bility does not exist in supposedly unstructured organizations.

If you accept the need for some kind of organized structure, the next
question that inevitably arises (for those who support democracy) is why
the discipline of centralism. This can be answered ilr part by looking at the
history of ttte Black Panther Party (BPP). As an organization that only
loosely enforced anything resembling centralism, particularly in the early
years, the BPP suffered much infiltration and destruction at the hands of
the FBI, CIA and police. It is much easier for these agents of the state to
split and wreck a group which is not under centralist discipline. State
spies had no problem discovering which BPP members disagreed with
which others. They used this knowledge to play one offthe other, by send-

ing forged messages to people, and by agitating with those not entirely
satisfied with a policy or rule. Rather than fostering healthy debate, the
lack of centralism served to stifle it, allowing dishonest elements into
destructively powerful and knowledgeable rolei within their party.

If all members of a party uphold the party line to the general public it
will be much more difficult for agents of the state to create false conflict
ftom the outside. This reduces one potentially destructive force on the
party. They may still pursue this destruction from within, and this is where
the structure of centralism becomes necessary to fight against the filrma-
tion of cliques that are aimed at undermining democratic processes.

Of course, party members are not immune from the pressures the
dominant capitalist ideology and culture exeh on everyone's analysis and
behavior. Even without state agents consciously trying to subvert the
party, cadres are susceptible to spontaneous actions and incorrect ideas.
Democratic centralism protects the party from being discredited by indi-
vidual cadres following their spontaneous whims-which cannot help but
be influenced by bouryeois forces and ideology. Recognizing individual-
isrn as a danger, centralism mandates that political lines and the practice
that they dictate be discussed and voted on by the membership before the
party authorizes an action or statement in its name. Either way, from with-
in or without, centralism provides a structuie that enables the party to
exist in the face of the powerful and destructive forces of the state.

In any group, a lack of discipline on the part of members of an.orga-
nization can be destructive to that organization. People need to be count-
ed on in order for work to run as smoothly and efficiently as possible. In
an ofganization whose goal is to seize power from the bourgeoisie, diii-
cipline and unity are essential if it is to have any chance of success. The
bourgeoisie is itself very organized and disciplined.

Althopgh Marx's material analysis of history proved that socialism is
inevitable, bourgeois ownership of the means of production and control
over the production of culture clearly puts the ruling class at a huge tac-
tical advantage over those attempting to overthrow the capitalist system.
The capitalists can succeed in putting off revo[ution indefinitely if no
organized group arises to overthrow this system. Undisciplined groups
have no chance of wresting state power from the current ruling class,

The tnrly successful revolutions of history were led by revolution-
ary parties operating under the principle of democratic centralism.'There
are no examples of success to point to that did not use such a structure.
People are dying daily at the hands of capitalism, and to refuse a struc-
ture thht has been proven to advance the revolutionary cause is to accept
more deaths by postponing revolution.

Recognizing that everyone's personal lives have repercussions for
the organization as a whole, the discipline of centralism allows the party
to make rules to minimize the potential damage to the party. Members
regulate their personal activities for the sake of the organization, but
working from the assumption of the importance of the organization. This
is merely one facet of their devotion to their work. All rules controlling
behavior are made by the members and are always up'for debate and
change intemally. If one presumes that the majority of the members will
arrive at policies effective in achieving the greatest good for the organi-
zation, working for the people of the world, they should be willing to
carry out these rules in the interest of the party's success.:

People sometimes complain about the freedoms they are grving up
for the sake of the party. But these people fail to question what freedom
is under capitalism. Certainly MIM does not have the freedom to oppose
exploitation and oppression. Black, Latino and First Nation peoples in
this country are not free to pursue 'the Amerikan dream." People in
Amerika's Third World colonies are not free to eat, have medical care or
go to school. The freedoms that people in this country are afraid of giv-
ing up are privileges. If people really believe they deserve these i'free-
doms" they should not be fighting for a revolution and do not belong in
a revolutionary party in the first place.

Democratic centralism is the only structure of organization
proven to advance the revolutionary cause. It is a structure of disci-
pline that enables a revolutionary party to wage the most effective
fight against the capitalist system. *

Note: , "Left-Wing" Co;mmunism, An Infantile Disorder,, Selected War&r. New
Yor*: lntemational Publishen, 1971, p.516.
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to catapult past much larger and better-financed parties and coalitions
becausi of iheir scientific understanding of history its motion and pre-
sent-day realities.

People should ask themselves not about the size of MIM' but
whetheior not MIM has the most scientific analysis of curent history'

Questions like who was right about what would happen in World War
It-trotsky or Stalin? The following are some of the significant issues:

. It was the Bolsheviks, not the Mensheviks, who got Russia out of
World War I.

. It was MIM that coffectly predicted unemployment and economic
crisis in the Soviet Union-not the Trotskyists and the other pro-Soviet
revisionists.

. It was the Maoists all along saying that Deng Xiaoping wanted to
repress the student movement both in 1966 and in 1989 at Tlananmen'

. Ultimately, it was the movements in the tradition of Marx, Engels,
Lenin, Stalin anA Uao who brought the most rapid progress to society in

the last 150 years.
Ironically, it is the pragmatists who substitute people-cenlered.coali-

tions and wisnrut thinking for disciplined parties and scientific thinking
that have failed to bring progress for the proletariat this century'

Reformism
iome people have a hard time envisioning the repression 9f tlte.:!*e

because they have illusions that they live in a democracy with civil lib-
' 
erties. Theyhave either never experienced revolutionary politics or they

are blind to what happens all around them.
MIM has faced numerous and complicated operations by the state'

but MIM does not choose to educate people about its own situation at this
point because of the desire to remain underground as much as possible'
' 

Instead, MIM distributes literature. exqnintng historical repression
in the United States, especially examples from the '60s and '70s' The

reason for this is that things do not change that much in how the state
represses revolutionaries. (Except that the technology for surveillance
gets better and better year after year.)
- People who do not understand MIM's line on being semi-under-
sround should read False Nationalism, False Internationalism and

ig"nt of R"pression: The FBI's Secret Wars Against the Black Panther

Pity and theAmerican Indian Movement. People who read a number of

"seJtarian" papers will be aware of things like COINTELPRO and infil-

tration campaigns.
The state ionducts complicated, expensive and "paranoid" opeg-

tions. People who do not knbw this are not ready to work closely with

MIM.

Revolutionary sacrifi ce
Some people do not like to work in semi-underground situatiolts

because it merans they do not receiv€ the public acclaim they otherwise
would. Many potenti;l revolutionaries are also good speakers and"orga-
nizers and would receive some attention in newspaperso,r-demonstra.
tions if they stayed above ground and did not work with MIM'

Working ini vanguardparty also means a con$tant tension in every'

day life. ThIs involvei making certain sacrifices on a daily basis'

Going above ground
In certain circumstances it is desirable to be above grcund' Although

Dennis Brutus is not a member of MIM, his life is an interesting onc to

consider on this theoretical point.
After winning acclaim as a Black poet and working against

apartheid,Dennis-BrutusfoundhimselfbreakingrockswithNel.son,
li*Oau'in prison on Robben Island in South Africa. Then the regime

deported him..Wherethestatehasdeportedsomeoneanditisimpossibletosneak

back into the country, as Gnin's organizers did repeatedly in RuSsia' it

no longer pays to be underground.
aiovesround. Brutus ias able to draw attention to his own sinradon

*diil";';;'.il; *Jp"ui"li #u'ttua trt" movernent to kick south
eftica ouiof tfte Olympics' Hii activities in the open and abroad brought
joy to the hearts of those struggling within South Africa'

' Tlr"n in the United statei]nJ carter and Reagan.administrations'

What is a pig question?
w Mc'
Slcond Edltlon,/VlfM Notes 52,MaY l99l

Many well-meaning people ask MIM questions that are frustrating
for both sides: '"Who is in MIM? How many members are there? Where
are they based? What is the political history or "pedigree" of this or that
person? Who did this or that action?"

The question is frustrating for the interrogator because someone
who is in MIM and not just answering for MIM will not answer the
question.

The question is frustrating to MIM because it sidesteps important
theoretical questions. And because MIM will not answer these ques-
tions, it is subjected to whatever rumors people would like to make'

Many groups suffer from fewer of these problems because, they
answer them in the open.

The fundamental problem is that MIM has no way of seeing through
every FBI, CIA, NSC, military intelligence, Mossad or ex-BOSS agent
out ihere. No one knows who is a pig and who is not. Hence MIM asks
for understanding when it does not answer those questions which these
pigs would be likely to ask.

Even when a well-intentioned person asks, the question is still a pig
question. Sometimes information does not find its way to the pigs.
Sometimes it does.

Within MIM, the membership is not entitled to equal or complete
information about the membership of MIM. This is a conscious decision
by the membership of MIM, not an undemocratic or politically obtuse
a6use by MIM leaders.

What is a pig?
Definition of pig: A pig is a police officer or other representative of

the government's repressive apparatus, especially one who breaks down
people's doors or quietly infiltrates a movement'- 

Peopte will notice that MIM does not list its names or the most
important details of its political praqtice in the newspaper; although a
fraction of MIM activity is implied in the newspaper for those wishing
to understand the nature of its influence and willing to read carefully.
That is not a policy wriiten in stone, but MIM has chosen to leave peo:
ple substantially in the dark, especially since 1984.
- 

If anything, MIM is not professional enough in this regard. The
party of tenin and Stalin suffered repeated blows at the hands of po-lice
ihat-caused it chaos. MIM takes comfort in the fact that lrnin's party
still survived, but at the same time, there is no doubt that MIM has a way
to go before equaling trnin's party at its pre-1917 best in discipline and
sustainability.

Pragmatism
As addressed in previous issues of MIM Notes, many people ask

about MIM out of pragmatist concems, not because they are pigs. The
question of size in particular is a pragmatist, people-centered approach
to the issue of vanguard leadbrship. MIM rejects this approach.

MIM has already confessed to having a small size in previous issues'
People desiring large organizations shouldjoin the Democratic Party or
the environmentalist movement or something amorphous.

MIM does not want everyone in its membership, especially people
who would base their decision on size. MIM comes from Mao's legacy
on leadership:

'"The correctness or otherwise of the ideological and political line
decides everything. When the Party's line is correct, then everything will
come its way. If it has no followers, then it can have followers; if it has
no guns, then it can have guns;'if it has no political powert then it can
have political power" (S. Schram, ed. Clnitrun Mao Thllcs to the
People, p. 290). r .,_

firiiunderstanding is much different than the ideology of pragma-
tisrlt, which says to do whatever works at the time with no direction'

Lenin's Bolshevik party and Mao's communist party were both able
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tried to deport Brufis. Once again Brutus could-not afford to work

secretly. He traO to bring public attention to himself.
MiM worked extensively on the campaign to keep Brutus in the

United States.
The grounds the prosecution used to try to deport Brutus were clas-

sified foi national security reaSons, so important was the surveillance
work done on Brutus.

An agent from the Bureau of State Security (BOSS) in South Africa

also wroie that Brutus wzrG one of the top 20 opponents of the apartheid
regime, in BOSS's estimation.

' various westem govemments cooperated in their intelligcnce efforts
on Brutus. Occasionilly, tiese agencies made their surveillance public

knowledge.
Is it 

-unreasonable to suspect that those who work with Brutus are

also the object of surveillance? It seems likely that people working to

keep Brutul in the United States inevitably come under at least some
observation as well.

Why should MIM make the job of the repressive apparatus any

easierby being completely above ground? *

The focoist revolution
ry MC' & MCO
iubllshed /LlfM Notes 4T,December 1990
Revised December 1994 bY MC234

Focoism is a popular theory that says that small cells of armed rev-
olutionaries'can create the conditions for revolution through their
actions, Demonstrated revolutionary victories, the successes of the foci'
are supposed to lead the masses to revolution. If conditions are ripe,

according to focoists, a single spark can start the revolutionary fira
FocoJsm often places great emphasis on armed struggle *9 th9

immediacy this brings to class warfare. Maoism, on the other hand'

warns thai taking up the gun too soon, and without the proper support of

the masses, will result in fighting losing battles.
Focoists look to spectacular actions'and tactics such as building

takeovers, special demonstrations and flag brrmings to grab media 1ae1-
tion to rousi the masses to rebel. Maoism is the more steady, methodi-
cal process ofdeveloping the most advanced theory and raising the mass

*rr."i*rn"tt through struggle and seizing power one calculated battle
at a time.

Amerikan focoism
In the United States, the line between focoism and Maoism is part-

ly bluned because the focoists often possess a correct class analysis
while supporting spontaneous tactics. Some focoist groups, for example,
understo,od ttraittre white working class in Amerika was not a revolu-
tionary class, but still held that their revolutionary violence directed
against specific targets would unleash mass uprising.
- 

Ultimately, focoists are scomful of analysis of concrete conditions
except those bt mititary struggle. "Conditions will never be altogether
rignt for a broadly based revolutionary war unless the fascists arc strick-
en'by an uncharaiteristic fit of total madness. . .. Should we wait for some-
tfrin! tfrat is not likely to occur at least for decades? The conditions that
are iot present must be manufactured," writes George Jackson'(l' p'.14)

Jacison gives the example of the 1930s as a case where conditions
for revolution were present in Amerika, but "the vanguar{ elements
betrayed thi people oi the nation and the world as a result of their fail-
ure to seize ne time. The consequences were a catastrophic war and a
new round'of imperialist expansion."(l) Therefore, the Communist
P.arty (CP) of the 1-930s bears responsibility for the enormous crimes of
U.S. imperialism committed'since the 1930s. The CP supported the U.S'
govemment's involvement in World War II.
- There are two levels at which revolutionaries must'deal with
Jackson's argument. l'-irst, is it true that revolutionary conditions will not
appear for decades unless the bourgeoisie makes a mistake? MIM main-
tiins Aat revolutionary situation may arrive, even suddenly, as the U'S'
empire becomes over-extended abroad'1

Weatherman, a focoist revolutionary group formed in the 196Qs
agreed: "Winning ptate power in the United States will occur as a result
oI the military forces of the United States overextending themselves
around the world and being defeated piecemeal; struggle within the

united states will be a vital part of this process, but when the revolution
triumphs in the United States it will have been made by the people of the

whole world."(2) U.S.-Soviet competition to divide up the world sup-
plements the pressures of Third World liberation struggles' Weathgl.nan
iaiO ttre prlmiry contradiction at the time was between U.S' imperialism
and the Third world.

Second, Jackson, Revolutionary Youth Movement I and author J'
Sakai in Settlers: The Mythology of the white Proletariat all point to the
alliance between the bourgeoisified workers and the imperialists as one
of the main reasons for the,failure of revolution in the united states. The
focoists explain why there are no conditions for mass armed struggle'
but then proceed to engage in armed struggle.

When it is pointed oui that their tactics don't match their analysis' the
focoists typicaily have two replies. One is a purist argument which says
the U.S. masses-are part of the enemy and will never support revolution,
at least not until the revolutionaries force the state to bring down repres-
sion on everybody. All that Amerikan revolutionaries can do is serve as
an isolated detachment of the Vietnamese, Filipino, Salvadoran' etc' pro-

letarian revolutions. Individual revolutionaries will fail in the United
States but they will ake some of the enemy forces with them and, thus'

make some contribution to the success of revolutions elsewhere'
This argument smacks of Judeo-Christian ethics because it basical-

ly says do ivhat is morally pure even if the real world impact is slight'

Focoists initiatearmeO struggle, not because they think that armed strugl
gle offers,the best chance oisuccess now, but because they as individu-
ilr 

"* 
feel morally coffect for making the greatest sacrifices to fight '

imperialism now.
These people are not much different than those who leave the United

states to demonstrate moral distaste for U.s. policies or to join Third

World revolutionary movements to which they can make no contribu-

tion. People like these, who do not emplqy the science of Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism in order to win state power, actually endanger the

revolution for their own selfish, moralistic ends.
The other rejoinder that focoists have is that subjective conditions

create.the material conditions for revolution. First, the focoists say that

the mere example of seeing one bullet down a helicopter will shatter the

invincibility of the enemy. The defeat of the U.S. military is shown-to be

a reality: 'iHow would they have felt (the pigs and the people) if the

nurn"lor, faceless, lightening-swift soldier of the people could 
-have

reached up, twisted 1[" tait of ttreir $200,000 death bird, and hurled jt

into the stieets, broken , ablazell I think that sort of thing has more to do

with consciousness than anything else I can think of'"(l ' 
p' 19)

Second, the focoists say ttrafttte bourgeoisie will necessarily wreak

repression on the masses in order to attack the revolutionaries'
The Maoist reply to these two arguments is two-fold' First, because

the focoists ignore ttre material conditions, they will not demonstrate the

weakness of ihe imperialist state; instead they makethemselvesmartyrs
who are useful to the imperialists in search of public proof of their invin-

cibility. That is to say the focoists will unintentionally convince the

massei, more than evir before, of the myth that the imperialists cannot

be defeated-by losing decisively to the imperialists'
Second, niimperiatists will not have to impose heavy rypression to

oppose a failed revolution of martyrs and media stars. where it does

impose repression, the ruling class may gail th9 fPular support of the

UourgeoisineO workers in favor of "law and order'"
ihe crux of the issue is this: Do conditions exist for successful armed

stnrggle in Amerika? If not, starting the armed struggle too soon will-only

taini-armeO struggle in the mindrof those who would otherwise favor

armed stnrggle when conditions are conducive. That is to say premature

armeO struggte sets back the onset of successful armed struggle
Maoisiito not regard focoism with a liberal eye' Lin Biao, second-

in-command to Mao it the time, put it this way in 1965: "If they are to

defeat a formidable enemy, revolutionary armed forces should not fight
with a reckless disregard for the consequences when there is a great di.!:
parity between their own strength and the enemy's. If they do, they will
iuffei serious losses and bring heavy setbacks to the revolution."(3)
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One of George Jackson's favorite quotations from Chairperson Mao
is "When revolution fails ... it is the fault of the vanguard party."(I, p.
27) However, this can be interpreted to mean that revolution may failif
the vanguard party starts armed struggle too soon or too late. The
focoists still need to deal with Mao's own analysis of the situation:

"Internally, capitalist countries practice bourgeois democracy (not
feudalism) when they are not fascist or not at war; in their extemal rela-
tions, they are not opposed by, but themselves oppress other nations.. .. In
these countries, the question is one of long legal struggle ... and the form
of struggle bloodless (non-military) ... the Communist partiesin the cap-
italist countries oppose the imperialist wars waged by their own countriel;
if such wars occuq the policy of these Parties is to bring about the defeat
of reactionary governments of their own countries. The one war they want
to fight is the civil war for which they are preparing. But this... should not
be launched until the bourgeoisie becomes really helpless."(4)

' 
Grounds for unity

Although Maoisti need to demarcate from the focoists'military line,
the focoists' class analysis of the United States is often right on target.
There is nothing in the RYM I class analysis that corresponds to its mil-
itary line. Likewise, the Weatherman's class analysis of 1969 (and
Sakai's class analysis today) demonstrate why armed struggle is out of
Lhe question at the moment:

"As a whole, the long-range interests of the non-colonial sections of
the working class lie with overthrowing imperialism. . .. However, virtu-
ally all of the white working class also has short-range privileges from
imperialism, which are not false privileges but veryreal ones which give
them an edge of vested interest and tie them to a certain extertt to the
imperialists, especially when the latter are in a relatively prosperous
phase."(2, p. 65)

Jackson, too, formulates the question of the middle classes in the
United States in l97l. "A new pig-oriented class has been created at the
bottom of our society from which the ruling class will be always able to
draw some support."(l, p. 49) Jackson adds that with victory in World
War II, the bourgeoisie was able to offer Euro-Amerikan workers ..the
flea markct that muted the workers' more genuine demands. . . . The con-
trolling elites have co-opted large portions of the lowly working class.,'
(1, p. 102)

Since these class analyses do not correspond to the military tactics
their proponents advocaie, MIM adopts the'analysis without aicepting
that armed struggle is the best way forward at this time.

Engaging the masses
While it is a hallmark of focoism to attempt to gain the greatest

amount of media exposure in its mission to ignite the masses in the here
and now, in reality this is one area where focoism has a hard time.

First, there is nothing to say that the masses inherently understand
the focoists' spectacular actions, armed or otherwise. And ifthe foci rely
on the bourgeois press, the masses are shown a distorted account of what
actually happens and the tactic backfires. Here the methodical, Leninist
strategy of building the party through building the newspaper, its organ,
pays off. The Maoists stand ready with the most advanced theory ind
cogent explanations of the facts.

Second, while the spontaneity of the moment might delight some of
the masses-those advanced enough to be in sympathy with the
focoists-this remains largely in the realm of feel-good activism.
Spectacular actions do not necessarily correspond with the most
advanced theory and the best way forward, but focoists conceive of no
other method to arouse the masses. Focoist-type demonstrations of force
are thus substituted for the actual building and taking ofpower.

In the long-run focoism has never created socialism or commu-
nism, while in the short run it has gotten many of its proponents
kille{ or imprisoned for their actions. There is nosubstituie f6r orga-
nizing around the most advanced line by convincing the masses ird
supporting their own initiatives. *

Notes:
!. $_eorgg fac$on, Blood in My Eye (New york: Bantam Books, l97l) p. 10.
?-.-.HenSld Jaco.bs, ed., "You Don't'Need a Weatherman to KnowWhicir Way the
Wind Blows, " Weatherman, (Ramparts prcss, Inc., 1970) p. 53.
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:_.X. lgr,e!., f'Long Livg the Victory of People's War!" Mao Tse-tung and Lin
ftbo (New York: Anchor Press ).
4.-Mao_7adong, "Prcblems of War and Shategy" Selected Worl<s, Vol. II. 1975, p.
2t9-220.

The pitfalls of single issue
laa

organrztng:
Why revolutionaries should work
with MIM and not with reformist
organazations
bt MCS and MC|T
Revfsed September t995 by MCB52 ond MC2?4

In recruiting anti-imperialists, anti-militarists and other activists to
the party, MIM encounters a very common set of questions, especially
among students. Many ask about the "effectiveness" of putting out
MI\l's line when only the most politically advanced will join the Party.
Because they do not se€ work within MIM as effective, often activists
will not want to work within MIM when theJ can work within reformist
single-issue groups or other mass organizations.

First, we need a definition of terms. A single-issue group is a politi-
cal organization that focuses on one issue - €.g., apartheid or abortion.
Sometimes MIM uses the plnase "single-issue group" interchangeably
with "mass organization." Members in single or multi- issue mass orga-
nizations support a range of political views and do not specifically
uphold a worked out universal ideology, such as Marxism-[rninism-
Maoism. In other words, a mass organization is not a front group for
another political organization, such as a supposed communist party or
the Moonie Church.

Another type of or$anization accepts the leadership and the line of a
different organization. MIM started two such Party-led organizations:
the RevolutionaryAnti-Imperialist Lrague (RAIL) and MIM Supporters
Group (MSG). Different than the Pany, RAIL and MSG members are
not required to uphold MIM's three dividing line principles; voting
members must not have a worked-out line against them. People join
RAIL because they want to do general anti-imperialist work, and they
join MSG because they support our politics but are not yet ready politi-
cally or they refuse to make the personal sacrifices necessary for MIM
membership. MIM considers it opportunist and dishonest not to explain
openly that an organization is led by another or its line. Leadership and
influence from another organization should not be hidden from the
membership of the organizition or from the masses.

The terms "mass organization" and "single issue group" are used to
connote organizations that are part of mass movements. The distinction
is important because while MIM may lead mass movements, MIM does
not seek to lead mass organizations.

Do revolutionaries hold back mass orgs?
Questions of MIMts role and leadership in mass organizations.tend

to arise in the context of volunteer mass organizations as well as orga-
nizations having professional leadership like NOW or the NAACP. The
argument given is usually that revolutionaries will be able to exert pres-
sure on the organization, moving it further to the left. Thus, through the
organization, they will be gaining greater concessions from the existing
power structure, while at the same time, by pushing the organization to
the left, they hope to slowly radicalize its membership as well.

There are several problems with this argument. First, if the goal is to
gain greater concessions from the government or power stnrcture with-
out changing who's in power, the stfategy is usually to build a group
with the greatest numbers and most funding possible. Certainly the best
way to do this is to create as broad a coalition of people as possible and,
just as certainly, radical politics are going to reduce the number ofpeo-
ple willing to work for or donate to a given cause. This is not to say that
revolutionaries and radicals do not play a significant role in influencing
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mass movements, but rather to argue that their role should be outside of
these more liberal- minded organizations.

Some people working in these groups recognize this problem but
argue that radical politics put more pressure on the government and so
radicals should still stay in these groups. But when wdrking within the
system in these organizations a radical voice is not one that gains popular
support. Non-revolutionaries often correctly perceive that their single-,
issue goals are middle-class in nature and are in fact obstructed by the rev-
olutionaries in the mass organizations, Because the Amerikan govemment
does respond sometimes to middle class unrest when it feels threatened,
what reformist mass organizations need to say on television is not that we
need a revolution, but that the gbvernment is not playing nice and it needs
to give us this little concession and then things will be OK.

Sef ling your revolutionary politics short
No one is disputing that reforms can and do improve the lives of

some people. But by working in these organizations for these reforms,
potential revolutionaries are forced to sacrifice their politics or risk
alienation. In making this sacrifice they are supporting' dishonestly, pol-
itics they truly do not endbrse. Telling people to Boycott Folgers (once
boycotted in connection to the struggle in El Salvador), for example,
says to people that all you have to do is make this sacrifice and people
will stop dying in El Salvador, never even mentioning the larger role
imperialism plays. By supporting these principles, they are missing the
opportunity to present to people what truly needs to be done to improve
the living conditions of all people. People who could have become rev-
olutionaries instead work for dead-end politics or drop gut of politics
because they were never adequately challenged to move on to a more
worked-out position on how social change is possible.

Many still arguq sacrificing revolutionary goals is necessary to radi-
calize people one step at a time. The idea that people need to be exposed
to politics in sloq increasingly radical stages unfortunately holds true for
many in this country at this time. This view amounts to white middle-
class chauvini.sm, as white middle-class people may be slow to develop
politically, but that is not the problem with all people. Some revolution-
ary-minded people, particularly from oppressed groups, will not take a
second look at a group mixed up in dead-end reformist politics.

Revolutionaries who choose to support reformism instead of work-
ing with MIM sell themselves and the masses short. In addition to weak-
ening the reformist movement from within, they also fail to strengthen
the real incentive for govemment concessions-a strong revolutionary
movement. At this time, MIM isn't as strong as we could be, precisely
because people who should be in MIM devote themselves instead to
reformism.

Many of the demands of mass organizations are correct, but those
who already recognize the systernic nature of problems and are revolu-
tionaries should step up to revolutionary work. That's the best way to
radicalize the masses as we make strides forward.

question of mass organizations and their relationships to supposed van5
guard parties. Although SDS was a multi-issue organization, it came to
focus on the Vietnam War and had the classic single-issue approach-of
not insisting on a completely worked out line within its organization.
SDS was also vastly more successful in terms of size, energy and radi-
calism than all the anti-imperialist and anti-militarist organizations of
today put together. For all these reason$, it is important to draw conclu.
sioni fiom ttre experiertce of SDS, principally it's collapse into factions.
Tlris disintegration offers activists in North America the most important
negative experience in the history of relationships between vangu4rd
organizations and mass organizations.

What was in the early 1960s the vanguard party in the United States,
Progressive Labor Party (PL) infiltrated SDS. It was partly a sec.ret
process and largely an open process. PL members became full memlgis
of SDS, taking up many of the important leadership roles. PL eventl$l-
ly split arid destroyed SDS and then destroyed itself. By pushing its
agenda on the group, PL scared off many people and forced those who
remained into factional infighting. This effectively kept the group from
bringing any more new people into politics while at the same time scar-
ing off or dividing those who were already involved. . ' .

One fear MIM regularly encounters from radicals is that quitting
leadership roles in the mass organizations hurts the mass organizafiorls
and the movement. MIM members have quit leadership positionslin
.many mass organizations. None of the ma$s organizations collapsed
afterwards. On the contrary in some cases it appears that MIM members
held back certain mass organizations because sometimes a year or twb
after the MIM member quit leadership roles, the ideas that MIM orili-
nally espoused become much more widely held within the organization
and masses at large. It is very important for radicals and revolutibnaries
to look out for incipient leaders and to get out of their way.

From this lesson and the lessons of SDS, MIM from its beginning
has refused to assume crucial leadership roles in mass organizations.
Mass organizations need to exist, but the reformist ones are more effed-
tive in these pursuits without communists working from wittin.
Radicals belong in comrnunist-led mass organizations or in a communiit
party. Revolutionaries should not occupy the time, resources and opppr-
tunities of mass organizations except in very special circumst'ances:' 'l

f . When MIM is asked without solicitation to make a presentatioil
on MIM, it might. ' " -

2. When MIM sponsors an educational event, demonstration or the
like, MIM can go ask for help from a mass organization for that one pro.
ject taking special care not to eat up too much of the organization's time
and making it a point to identi$ the project as MIM- led so that no ques.
tion of secret infiltration may arise.

3. MIM members may attend mass organization meetings to itrform
themselves, but not to attempt to exert political leadership within the
meeting.

4. MIM members may join mass organizations and exert leaders[ip
within carefully specified and time-limited roles when MIM has madQ
the determination that only a communist will be able to detonate a nep-
essary mass movement. In this case, MIM members must make it clear
that they are Maoists as they do their work and seek to get out of a le4!l-
ership role as soon as the mass movement created generates people whq
could serve the role of mass organization leaders'

5. MIM members may seek to influence members of mass organiza-
tions, but not on the time of the mass organization. In other words:
before or after meetings of mass organizations, MIM may talk to mem:
bers of mass organizations in order to persuade them of the necessity of
Maoism.

6. MIM may create groups, such as RAIL and MSG, but it may noi
deceive the masses about it's politics.

7. When MIM is in a position to lead a movement, it might. That will
mean using the MIM organization to lead a movement without occupy-"
ing leadeihip roles in ipecific mass organizations. Ultimately, MIM
hopes to lead a successful revolution that will involve numerous orgatli'
zations. : .:

Sources: Black Panthers Speak, SDS, "American lrninism," Weatherman. "

Why Yl.M and MIM members don't- join mass organizations.
MIM and it's members are often invited to join various mass orga-

nizations. We refuse, because membership in other organizations leads
in only two directions: watering down our politics for the sake of unity,
or risking splitting the mass organization over political issues it would-
n't iplit over by itself. Mass organizations may have less worked out
politics, but they do a have a progressive role to play, bringing people
into politics, le.tting people explore issues, taking leadership roles, radi-
calizing people, and so on.MIM wants to preserve this progressive qual-

ii ity while influencing the group and its members in the most productive
li r"ay possible.
I The most important rearion MIM has not worked in leadership roles
1 in mass organizations is its understanding ofthe historical experience of

the most important student organization in the 1960s, Students for a

. Democratic Society.

sDs
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), which once included hun-

dreds of thousands of white students, offers relevant experiences in the
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MIM history:
How it all began
Ptfbfished /ltfl/Vl Notes 88, May 1991

. October 1, 1993, marked the l0th anniversary ofthe founding ofthe
Mhoist Internationalist Movement's predecessor-the original
iieVolutionary Intemationalist Movement.
. 1 May l, 1994 is the l0th anniversary of the changing of the RIM's

ilanie to MlM-after our original name was appropriated. These
aflhiversary dates were consciously chosen in 1983 and 1984 to cele-
brate the Chinese Revolution of 1949 and International Workers' Day,
r6{t'rctlvety.
'' The basic principles which caused the original RIM to form are as
vafid today as they were 10 years ago. In 1983, the organization
&n0unced that anti-imperialism and anti-militarism are the two most
imbortant revolutionary principles and .that proletarian intemationalism
i| our guiding ideological vision. Since thdt time MIM [as deepened its
lin'e.considerablv.

, In 1983:84, the comrades in Peru rejected the "Marxist-Leninist"
unlty that the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA was trying to forge
inErnationally.(l) At this time, MIM also made a series of decisive breaks
with the RCB USA, though MIM's members were never memben of the
RCP, USA-and had no contacts with the Communist Party of Peru.
. In 1984, we changed our name to MIM to reflect that while the RCP,

USA/RIM might claim its "Marxist-l.eninist" unity. internationalty;
\ilIM contains the real Maoists. As was typical at the time, spokespeo-
pld, for the RCR USA consciously denied that they were Maoist. This
rdflected the RCB USA general line as expressed in Revolution #50,
1981-the infamous "Conquer the World ...," in which Chairperpon
Bob'Avakian eschewed Maoism for crypto-Trotskyism.

- 
The origins of MIM are inextricably bound up with the pienomenon

of the RCP, USA. Before 1987, MIM did not assess the RCP as con-
scibusly, revisionist-even though MIM 'criticized the RCP for
Tfotskyite tendencies. To this day, there is confusion as to why MIM
founded itself and the difference between the RCR USA/RIM and MIM.
We take our l0th anniversary as an opportunity to explain this difference
gbnirally, with emphasiS here on the pre-1987 period.

.. 
' The founding documents of the original RIM describe the RIM as a

't."-purty." The reason for the "pre-party" label is that these documents
'yare a qualitative advance in the struggle between Maoist elements as
ylt unorganized into a party-and the RCP, UpA-which had not yet
adgpted its current Maoist veneer.

' The founding documents solved two problems simultaneously.(2)
Tlpy laid down the basis for membership in the original RIM and delin-
e6ted the relationship of the new Maoist forces to the RCB USA in prac-
tic6. Ideological, political an{ organizational riddies solved themselves
simultaneously when a comrade close to the RCB USA used our docu-
ment "Manifesto on the International Situation and Revolution" as an
application for membership in the RCB USA. The comrade explained
that if the RCP accepted the comrade on the basis of this document-
thdn the other comrades would also commit to joining.
- The RCB USA rejected the application and a decisive break ensued.

The issues entailed the nature of vanguard parties, Maoism versus
frotskyism and many smaller matters.
' 'The RCP then raised a numbir of criticisms of the new-born Maoist

f6rces-which had existed for a long time as an organization named the
R4,DACADS before changing its name to RIM and finally to MIM.
tj{ewise, the new-born Maoiat forces criticized the RCP. '

Pre- | 983
l'The RADACADS had openly worked with various organizations

cldiring vanguard status-but principatly with the RCP. The RADA-
C-ADS had consciously worked with parties that descended from the
Maoist or Maoist-influenced elements of Students for a Democratic
Socigty (SDS) and had consciously refused to work with Trotskyists or
tlib-Cfl USA. At RADACADS events, surviving splinters from the SDS

could all be found tabling and distributing literature.
Contrary to mistaken impressions circulated by enemies, the foun-

dation of'the organization was with a majority of national minorities and
a majority of women. This was not by conscious design but through the
natural pace ofcvents and the political line promoted by the organiza-
tion. The RADACADS were leaders in struggles concerning Azaua,
Central America, the Middle East and anti-militarism. Not surprisingly,
the RADACADS attracted the corresponding social base with its line
and work.

As time went on, the RADACADS crystallized into more developed
poles. Although we can only raise this objection in retrospect-Secause
we did not raise it then--the RCB USA played a role in dividing the
forces within the RADACADS, despite the overall'Maoist tilt of the
RADACADS from its very foundation,

The clearest Maoist pole within RADACADS defended Mao and
the Cultural Revolution and opposed Soviet social-imperialism. This
pole constantly had to alefend Maoism from attacks by those who asso-
ciated Maoism with the RCR USA. Many activists with a solid impres-
sion of the RADACADS did not favor the RCP, USA. The clearest
Maoist pole within the RADACADS was forced to defend the RCR
USA-and usually pretend that there was no difference between the
two. Indeed, the conscious political differences were often not clear
enough to say that there was a fundamental ideological difference-
though there was clearly an organizational difference.

Conscious struggle and a decisive political break had preceded even
the formation of the RADACADS. The question.raised was why the
new-born Maoist forces 'did. not work with the Revolutionary
Communist Party's Youth Brigade (RCYB).

Actually, the new$orn forces had worked with a numb€i of organi-
zations4ut principally the RCYB. A period of strong unity with the
RCYB gave way on the issue of El Salvador.

The official RCP position was that the FMLN was 'hot objectively
anti-imperialist' and that it "struck no blows against U.S. imperialism."

While the RCP admitted that the masses in oppressed countries
always rise up against imperialism, it held that without a vanguard party
formed on Marxist-Leninist principles, the masses could land no blow.
This was a sticky point within the RCP itself and the RCP was not
always clear on whether or not the masses could land any blows sponta-
neously. For this reason, the words 'bbjectively" and "are not anti-impe-
rialist" and "strike no blows" were very important.

The RCP gave as reasons for the "strike no blows" assertion that the
FMLN was not led by a genuine vanguard party and was influenced by
Soviet revisionism. The role of Soviet revisionism was emphasized
because-in practice--the RCP believed the FMLN was led by a party,
a revisionist party.

The new Maoist forces did not disagree that the FMLN was influ-
enced by Soviet revisionism or; more importantly, that Soviet revision-
ism was fatal. lVhen the new Maoist forces asked to go ove{ this ques-
tion in detail, the RCP obtained some FMLN/FDR documents for dis-
cussion.

In this crucial discussion, the IiCP comrade attacked as revisionism
those aspects ofthe documents that were correct. In particular, the new
Maoist forces defended the need for a new democratic revolution against
imperialism and semi-feudalism.

In conEast, the RCP was not sure that El Salvador needed a revolu-
tion against semi-feudalism and criticized the documents for talk about
capitalism and the necessity of a two-stage revolution. The RCP was
more perceptive on the question of imperialism, however, than were the
new Maoist forces. The RCF conectly labeled the conflict as a dis-
agreement over the principal contradiction in the world. The RCP view
was that the principal contradiction between U.S. imperialism and
Soviet social-imperialism ruled even in El Salvador. The RCP seemed to
soften this view at times, while honestly asking us: "How can you
expose U.S. imperialism while simultaneously attacking Soviet revi-
sionism?"

The key to this.lies in objective versus subjective conditions' In
other words, MIM was saying that despite subjective leaders like the
FMLN, the masses werc landing anti-imperialist blows, because the
rnasses wetre objectively revolutionary in El Salvador. ln contrast, the
RCP could not imagine objectively revolutionary conditions existing
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without a motivational subjectivg factor- This is a kind of lgth century
phitosophiqal idealism which says,that the conditions are not revolu-
tionqry unless there is a Marxist there to perceive them as revolution-
ary-and formche vanguard. In essence, the RCP was saying that, ..you
can't support the FMLN and the Salvadoran people against U.S. impe-
rialism without supporting Soviet revisionism."

Some time after the break on the question of El Salvador, the RCp
summed up the new Maoist forces as having a line that the oppressed
nations versus imperialisrg was the principal contradiction. The-RADA-
CADS did not deny this, but at the same time, to be quite frank about
our theoretical weaknesses, the RADACADS were not clear on this
point and openly debated the question, while the RCP had a worked out
position and correctly labeled a practical difference. The RCp also cor-
rectly stated that this difference should not be considered a big deal and
the Maoist forces agreed to co-exist.

The real tell-tale difference between the RADACADS and the RCp
was that many activists considered the RADACADS to be substantially
more. involved in leading and influencing mass movements. RADA-
CADS people also received the compliment of speaking more concrete-
ly than the RCP Even those who swore they would never join any orga-
nization like the RCP-because of their reputation for sectarianiim and
dog-matism--quickly joined the RADACADS and the original RIM and
took up leading roles.

The biggest weakness that the RADACADS had was not being able
to put together the nature of the white working class and the qupstLn of
imperialism and the,principal cgntradiction. This worked itself out in
practice.

One of the things that slowed down the developing break between
the new Maoist forcas and the RCP was that tne nCF frequently lost
itself in the mists of formalism and it was difficult for ttre RAOAiIOS
comrades to pin down the RCP. For quite sgme 1ime, the main question
appeared to be the necessity of a vanguard party. Whenever the RADA-
CADS raised a political issue, the RCP would retort: ..you must not
understand the need for a vanguard party."

This got so bad that,one comrade in the most Maoist pole of RADA-
CADS said we should join the Progressive Labor party (plp) en masse,
"Because, at least, I can understand what they are saying!', This was a
joke, because the PLP used simplified language like "bosses." (pLp had
informed RADACADS that they were deemed "centrist" forces by the
PLP.)

The RADACADS labored for a while under the illusion that maybe
they had not tried hard enough to understand the RCp. But pracfrce
quickly proceeded and the differences became more and more difficult
to cover up. The new Maoist forces were to learn their differences with
the RCP principally through pftrctice. In retrospect, it is clear that some
Trotskyists masquerading as Leninists with a confused respect for Mao
were the ones who did not understand these real differences.

After the fall-out over El Salvador, the RADACADS formed and its
comrades resumed work with the RCP from something of a distance-
but in some ways on a larger and more diverse scale. The RADACADS
held a quick succession of political education lectures and demonstra-
tions over a period of years. Many events came off in a matter of days,
and created a large impression.

The RADACADS summed up that their experiences were drawing
forth thousands of people as well as the attention of numerous revision-
ist and more genuine forces-yet RADACADS lacked a consolidated
organization. The questions that prcssed to be answered continually
b""r1" more advanced; and those claiming themsplves as vanguard
organizations seemed unable to capitalize on tlre work that the nepn-
CADS was doing so closely with them.

The RADACADS concluded that the RCP had a problem in under-
standing the mass line relationship between the vanguard and the mass-
es. When the RADACADS and elements of sympathetic organizations
renamed themselves the RIM, the suspicion that the RCp was stuck in
formalism and Avakianist mysticism was quite strong.

As described above, the RIM comrades went to the RCp after years
of joint work and told them that they werc definitely not agnostii and
wanted to join or form the vanguard party. Even then, the RCpcomrades
said that the RIM still did not understand the need for a vanguard party.
On the other hand, the RCP spokesperson said that the apptication wouiO
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be evaluated and that it had some merits. . : i
When the RCPcame back with their response another decisive bre*

ensued. Criticism number one was that the document did not recognize
the RCR USA as the vanguard. Criticism number two was ttrit *ft
RIM's criticisms of Trotsky were really criticisms of the RCp! d
which MIM says, "If the shoe fits, wear it!") Criticism number threeryro
a series of opportunist doubts raised that the comrade was a cop for rirakl
ing the application.

The RIM responded that if rhe RCp accepted the principles in thp
written document-then certainly the RCp was the vanguard parti.-If
not, the RIM hinted, then lhe RIM was the vanguard. fnis polnt siiit
causes confusion here and intemationally. MIM believes there is a vAn-
guard in every society---cven if it does not consciously recognize itsef
as such. The vanguard is simply tbe scientifically most adv:anced'ele'-
ment. It exists materially. Failure to recognize this truth creates excuie.!
for agnosticism and liquidationism on an idealist basis-which amqlids
to criticizing reality with ideas only. ;

The RIM consciously set out to test: who is the vanguard? Should thb
new Maoist comrades struggle within the RCP or form their own pariy?
The founding documents of the RIM answered this ouestion. ny *ittnL
these documents and using them as a test, MIM's predecessor, ine ntM,
followed Mao, who said: "Ideological and political line is decisive.,i 

I

A symbolic example of the basic difference between the two orgEri-
zatiors was in how they conducted their work on the streeL thili
RADACADS/RIM was supposedly soft on party-building, it r{as
RADACADS/RIM that did thi most on the street o dlmarcatel{arxisn[-
hninism-Maoism from Trotskyism and other revisionist variants. - -

The RCPline was that it did not know what its actual differences lvitfr
other organizations were-and .thaf it was up to concemed individuais,to
find out for themselves. Despitg this agnosticism, RCP comrades i4te1-
vened in one instance to physically remove a RIM comrade from conniif
with the Spartacist League at a literature table. The RCp refened to uias'
"Spart-killers" and laughed-because it was RIM practice to stand rip to
the Sparts and repel their ideological nonsense in fiont of the masses. "

After a certain number of political defeats, the Spartacist League
leamed not to confrcnt the RIM on the street*a lesson that MIM mlsf
teach such revisionists anew from time to time. But to this dhy, MIM
maintains that the majority of RCP members do not compretri:nO tfri.
dividi^ng line diftbrences between Trotskyism and Maoism. : :

ATter the break over the membership application, the RCp starftl,
treating the RIM as half enemy, half friend. It started telling the Rnfi
some lies for the first time (of notice) and it indulged in formalist cg>
baiting. . 

-:
Nonetheless, rclations continued and some joint work was done wlth.

RC? organizations, under their own names, and RIM, under its bi'p
name. Then the RCP consciously stole the RIM name for its intenial'
tional mutual aid society.

After MIM hoisted its cunent name and declared itself as the Maoi;t
vanguard in North America, the RCP's formalism and anger eventuailv
cooled down and overtures at substantive unity were madi. ,.': .

Seeds of further division ' '1.
MIM observed that the RCP's relationship to the masses o,"s forl

malist and obscurantist. Even on MIM's weakist point at the time.-.thi.
nature of the white working clas5-there were telling differencep in
practice.

Some time after the original RIM's break with the RCp in 1983, thp
two sides had come together again to discuss deep differences. One
thing the RCP did not like was the way RIM's founding documgnt-s.
ended: "Neither beforc nor after thb revolution will RIM wait for cl4ss-
relations to change. RIM will not even wait for the proletariat itsetf,.
'Workerism'-worship of the workers whatever they do-and
'economism'-waiting for economic conditions to dish up revolutionar-
ies on the silver plattcr, especially through wage struggles-are not only
not ways of advancing the revolutionary line now, they are also good -
ways to blow a revolutionary opportunity.,,(3) The RCp said, ,"fve,d-likt
to s€e you say that shit to the workers!" The RCP also had us pinned.ry.
seeing "youth as a class," which we denied,

tronicAry, the RIM had previously criticized the RCp newsp.p"i f,,i :



having nothing to say about the workers'struggles-nothing concrete at
qll In response, an RCP comrade made one of his better statements:
'ilqu're right; we should fhave something to say], only to cnticiz.e
tlem!"
I - By tSg+, MIM held a contused duality of views:
.-.'. .1. That the white workers were exploited-a view rarely acted on-
e,xcept in vague ways+ecause of the confusion shared with the RCP
abput "economism";
..,-. l.T\at the RCP had Trotskyist tendencies; and that maybe the prin-
cigal contradiction was between the oppressed countries and imperialism.
. ; Jt was not until 1987 that the pieces really started to come together
wi.th MIM'S study and circulation of Senlers: The Mytlalogy of the
[hite Prcletariat, by J. Sakai, and Labor Aristocracy: Mass Base for
Social Democracy, by H.V/. Edwards. In accord with this new spiral
{e"velopment in theory, MIM made the question of the non-revolution-
ary, bourgeoisified white working class a dividing line question in prac-
tice for U.S.-based Maoists.
. " ; lnoking back<n this lfth anniversary of our founding-we see
.tbat the most ironic struggle the original RIM had with the RCP con-
cegrcd the class nature of the new bourgeoisie formed under socialism
inlhe Soviet Union, China, Albania, etc.

In an argument over this point, the original RIM discovered that an
RCP spokesperson did not know who Liu Shaoqi was!(4) This argument
did quch to persuade the RIM that the RCP was not on any real Maoist
foqting. In discussions with an associate in 1983, one RIM comrade
s4id" "If they are going to force us to choose between Lenin and Mao:
who are you going to pick?" Our associate (not a RIM member, but
qctive in RCPcircles) replied, "I don't know about that." The RIM com-
rade continued, "Don't you thir* you would pick Mao?"
'- , In a subsequent series of arguments, MIM learned that the RCPheld
thq.productive forces as principal under socialism and that the RCP had
r\g'idea that inside the Party leadership under socialism a "new" bour-
geoisie was created through the various components of "bourgeois
right," the division of labor, and other intemal contradictions. The RCP
believed it was class romnants from the old svstem and the external
force of imperialiim that created the bourgeoisie in ttre party.
,, One irony of these old struggles from the early 1980s is that in 1993,

Raymond lptta, a theoretician for the RCB criticized a conference of
Maoist parties held in Germany, principally with regard to its lack of a
linb on the "new bourgeoisie." On the other hand, Avakian's recent
w.orks still support thd constantly recycled RCP productive forces and
external causation theories. Meanwhile, the RCP has also adopted the
label'Maoist" under pressure from the Shining Path, and we believe-
thgugh unacknowledged-MM's continued existence and growth.
, .' While the RCP has moved forward on a number of issues, it stands

cogfronted on many other issues that remain unresolved. The touchstone
r4resolved issue between the RCP and MIM is the nature of the
Amerikan working class.

One vanguard
'" .' ln 1992, after years of struggle, MIM finally concluded that the RCP

i$,.in reality, a revisionist party-a Trotskyist blend. The RCP has
prdven unable to resolve the key ideological and political issues con-
frctnting it and has not benefited from articulate, organized explanations
dver the years. These issues range from the RCP's absurd, anti-proletar-
ian line against homosexuality to their continued, patently erroneous
stdrce on the principal contradiction the world.
.t'' On the international scene, comrades should cast aside the RCP slo-

gans and rhetoric and carefully study recent RCP writings on the role of
detnocracy under socialism; the "revolutionary" nature of the bour-
geoisified working classes; the political economy of super-profits; the
basis for the emergence of a new bourgeoisie in the party under social-
iSm;'the ideological tailing after pseudo-feminist movements; and the
thioretical liquidation of the role of revolutionary nationalist move-
ril(hts in the new-democratic revolution.(5)

.' Unlike some imperialist countries' parties that claim the banner of
Ma4 the RCP has no excuse for its dogmatism. Material reality-prac:
tict--including struggle with MIM-has shown the RCP a number of
cairect analyses that it has consciously rejected. In some countries,
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RCP-like parties and affiliates are actually the most advanced elements
available. Founding vanguard parties on correct principles in those soci-
eties is a struggle dawning on the horizon as Maoism continues its'mod-
ern resurgence.

In more objectively revolutionary soqieties, the vanguard parties
are more advanced in practice than MIM. As MIM enjoys its lfth
anniversary, it resolves for the new year to become an increasingly
international force and a political factor in the impepialist countries
for the advancement of intemationalism on the touchstone ques-
tions: the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union and China;
upholding the lessons of the Cultural Revolution; and the political
economy of the imperialist country working classes. *

Notes:
l. El M ov i mie nto C o munis ta Inte rnac io naL/El M ovi mie nta Rev olucionario
Internacionalista, EI Pensamiento Gonzalo, Central Committee, Communist
Party of Peru, 1991, p. 318-324. English translation available from MIM for $2;
2. Founding docurnents available in this pamphlet.
3. See "Manifesto on the intemational situation.and revolution," in this pamphlet.
4. Liu was the leading revisionist proponent ofthe capitalist road in China, before
he was purged during the Cultural Revolution.
5. Order MIM's RCP Study Pak, revised 1994, $15.

Manifesto on the international
situation and revolution
lssued Fall 1983
Rutsed luly l99t ry MCg,

In thefall of 1983, tlw Maoist Internartonalist Mwement (MIM), at
tlut time called the Revoluiionary Intemationalist Movement (RIM),
had its equivalent of a fowding congress. All members participated in
putting together three documents which becane the first official litera-
ture of the organizntion.

Thc original docwrents natne MIM as a "revolutionary communkt
pre-porty" which is "struggling to find thc line tlwt must lead revolu-
tion." Seeing no way arowtd lcninh contributions regarding a van-
guardparty (seeWhat is to be done?), thc documents state MIM "will
either join or form a WrU with the necessary polirtcal and ideolagical
line to lead revolution." After much experience both in leftist mass orga-
nization and other comrirmist parties, MIM lws formed its own party,
now considerably more complex than tlnse early days.

This docwnent reflected the desire af MIM members to take stands
rcgarding tlw "cardinal" questions, such as tlw nature of the Soviet
Ilnion and China, and how revolution could cow about in tle United
States. Also, tlw second half of the docwnent retlects something of the
local debate in Cambridge, Mass., where RtrM evolved.

Since this docutnent was published, MIM lws changed ils official
line fiom trying to prevmt World War III, to ending the current WWIII.

. The nanne of MIM\ direct predecessor was the Revolutionary
Intertationalist Movement or RIM. Whcn another communist group took
thc sane natne, RIM renamed itself MIM.

The Revolutionary Internationalist Movement (RIM) is a revolu-
tionary cominunist pre-party.

Revolution is possible in the United States within a few years as
seen in the examples of countries that were relatively stable until war
brought revolution. World War I, for example, gave lrnin and the
Bolsheviks the opportunity to seize the state in Russia. The old ruling
group could no longer rule, primarily because it could not muster the
support for a losing war effort. Likewise, in China during World War II,
the war of liberation against the Japanese gave Mao and the Chinese
Communist Party the chance to grasp the reins of state power.

The United States today is headed for war. Building the military at
a record-breaking rate for peace-time, the country already has sufficient
quantities of nuclear arms to vaporize the world population several
times. Also, the war-makers are producing ever more deadly weapons'
including the MX missile and the neutron bomb. Every opportunity it
gets, the U.S. govemment acclimates its people to the idea of war while



building up for war in a material sense.
RIM is not in favor of war. However, it recognizes that only social-

ist revolution can end the current imperialist-instigated wars in Southem
Africa, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Eritrea and Afghanistan among others,
and prevent an imperialist WWI[. In the profit-run economies of the
United States, USSR, China, Japan, England, France and ltaly, for
instance, there is overproduction, or more generally, the anarchy of cap-
italist production. Both the U.S. and Soviet social-imperialists are called
imperialists because they pre forced to compete for control of the world
sooner or later. With the largest economies within their respective blocs,
the United States and USSR lead their imperialist and sub-imperialist
partners in strategies to export capital. Ultimately, the rival imperialist
camps support only those govemments that import capital in the form of
loans, labor contracts; means of production, weapons, or consumer
goods. Both the U.S. bloc and the Soviet bloc must expand, through war
if necessary, in order to invest ever-growing quantities of capital and
retrieve a profit. This is why the United States is not just preparing for
war, but driven toward war.

U.S. imperialism, war and repression curse most of the world in one
way or angther, but the United States cannot always keep control in the
face ofever tougher Soviet rivals and ever more determined revolutionary
struggles for liberation. Vietnam, for example, was a costly war of U.S.
imperialism that by itself start€d to shake the United States in the 1960s.

Now that the United States and USSR are contending for control of
the whole world, the chances for revolution to overthrow all imperialism
are much better than in the 1960s.

Should revolution fail to stop the current U.S. war as it intensifies,
the consequences would be conventional war on a scale not yet seen, or
possibly nuclear waf. From the study of history, a highly organized rev-
olutionary party must find the path most likely to produce a successful
revolution, not a lost opportunity and WWI[.

Anti-imperialism and anti-miliArism are the two most.important
political principles of RIM. Intemationalism is tfe most important ideo-
logical principle or vision of RIM. Strategically, these principles mean
that RIM is dedicated to leading struggles in this country toward the
weakening and eventual defeat of the U.S. state. Never will RIM ally
itself with the U.S. ruling class. As the U.S. calls for ever greater wars,
RIM'will stand with the people intemationally and work for revolution
to prevent further war.

Opposing the Amerikan state does not mean cheerleading for every
so-called Third World liberation struggle. However, RIM is not vague
about the. importance of the struggles in the- Middle East, Central
America and Southem Africa at the moment. The combination of liber-
ation movements and Soviet competition in these regions makes for a
situation that compels the United States to war most urgently.
Concretely, RIM leaflets and discussions must detail all U.S. attacks on
the people of the world. Through this exposure, people who seek justice
in ridding the world of American imperialism will rally to our cause.

Furthermore, the U.S. wars must be exposed to demonstrate the
opportunity that will arise as the United Stat€s is defeated in wars across
the globe. That opportunify will allow RJM to offer its vision of gov-
ernment-+f an end to the wars-and to lead the soldiers sick of fighr
ing unjust wars, the proletariat that never had an interest in capitalism
and everyone else whose life is ruined by war. In sum, RIM is needed to
inform the people of the nature of the United States' war around the
wgrld and to provide a strategy to get out of the war by tackling imperi-
alism by its roots.

All this differs from Trotskyism in a number of ways. First, U.S.
imperialism with its modern technology is not good for the people. The
export of capital does not lead to development of so-called Third World
counhies, rather a drainage of their resources. Indeed, profits are so high
because labor is so heavily exploited. Ofthe Soviet Union under Lenin's
and later Stalin's leadership, Trotsky said, "the most modem achiev+
ment of American technique transplanM into all branches of economic
life-that indeed would be the first stage of socialism." U.S. imperial-
ism is no more progressive in South Africa, despite all its technical aid,
than the rape of Afghani women by Soviet troops.
_ _Secoldly, this slavish worship offoreign technology, surpassed only
by that of the current leadership in China, is rooted in Trotsky's belittlin!
of the peasantry. According to him, "many sections of the working mass-

.  
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es, particularly in the countryside will be drawn into the revolution dniC
become politically organized only after the advance-guard of the revo-
lution, the urban proletariat stands at the helm of the state.... tNlothinlg
remains for the peasantry to do but to rally to the regime of the workers'
democracy. It will not matter much even if the peasantry does this with
a degree of consciousness no-larger than that with which it usually tal-
lies to the bourgeois regime." Characteristically, Trotsky advocatCU
waiting for the proletariat to industrialize all of sociefy. Rather than push
for the collectivization of Soviet peasant agriculture, he wished for'h
socialism of the proletariat alone. According to Trotsky, the peasintry
was too incapable to understand modern production organization: He
discounted the potential of the peasantry in building socialism and drht-
ing revolution and expected the proletariat to impose militarized labdr
on the peasantry as "the basis of socialism" or fight a civil war ag?rin3t
the peasantry. .1:

Third, Trotskyists expect predominantly peasant countries:El
Salvador, for instance*to await Westem proletarian liberation before
they attempt to build up socialism. When Stalin led the Soviit
Communist Party to fight for socialism in a predominantly peas?rat
country Trotsky promised to overthrow Stalin in the next war-Ww[.
As far as Trotsky was concerned, an alliance with Hitler against Stdin's
socialist Soviet Union was perfectly acceptable since the fascists anitthb
Soviets were "symmetrical phenomena" with a "deadly similarigy' in
many of their features." Trotsky clearly referred to Hitler and Mussblifli
when he said, "the revolutionary centre ofgravity has shifted definifely
to the West."

Luckily, in the East, Mao Zedong did not listen to Trotsky. Even
though he did not have the technology of the Japanese imperialists or ihe
Guomindang, he defeated both by channeling the force of hundreds of
millions of peasants into a direction under the leadership of the prole-
tarian line. He did not wait for the proletariat to grow from its infinites-
imal size in China to make revolution and defeat imperialism. . r ,

In fact, Mao and the so-called "Gang of Four" led the GIvit
Proletarian Cultural Revolution in which the line of waiting for experts'
and technicians to build socialism was crushed. Mao saw that if men like
Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xaoping had staG power they would prornote
economism so that workers would not concem themselves with the stafo
while it was stolen from them; adopt a commandist line and lord ofof
the sppposedll stupid masses and squelch the potential of the masses to
build socialism. This is just as thOir counter parts Khrushchev, Brezhrrev
and Andropov have done in the Soviet Union.

To avoid a Soviet-type restoration of capitalism, Mao and tlre'Gang
of Four'l launched the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution against the
high-ranking party officials on the capitalist road. Relying on high
school and college youth in the Red Guard movement, Mao initiated and
spread the Cultural Revolution nation-wide. The GFCR offers the workl.
the most advanced lessons available in fighting economism, workerisin,
comrnandism and the line of experts in control. Of his lifetime accom-
plishments, Mao said his most important were "driving Japanese impe-
rialism out of China and overthrowing Chiang Kai-Jhek on the,one
hand, and, on the other, carrying through the Great Proletarian Cultural.
Revolution." That Mao $aw the GFCR as so important shows that prq:-
letarian control of the state is the first and foremost objective of advapc..
ing the revolution and preventing regression to the old and oppressivp
ways of life, . . 6.

Class struggles, especially revolutions, drive history forward. Qlasp
relations are, and always have been, characterized by class struggle. The
decisive and most important aspect of class relations is the struggle fo.r.
control of the state. This is part of what Mao means by "ideological.and
political line is decisive in everything." , -

What all revisionism has in common is the replacement of the deeir
siveness of class struggle with that of things and technology.
Accordingly, in both Soviet and Chinese society, experts in productio4
and technology are accorded the highest positions. Revisionism*for.
example, the theory by which the productive forces are the most revplu-
tionary element of society-in the hands of the top ranking people in tJre
party amounts to a class struggle of the bourgeoisie against the proh;.
tariat. That is to say that revisionist party officials, if they succeed, take.
control of the stat€ and establish social-imperialism. Then, the class
struggle of the proletariat.against the bourgeoisie is no longer important
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in determining how the economy is arranged. Just as in the capitalist
economies, anything that incr€ases production-bigger wage differen-
tials, the establishment of a larger and more anti-proletarian technical
ellte and the reduction of opportunities for the broad masses-becomes
imperative. Profit criteria are restored and production becomes totally
tied to the struggle of the bourgeoisie against the proletariat. However,
with the restoration of the anarchy of production, social-imperialism's
days are numbered.
. Neither before nor after the revolution will RIM wait for class rela-
tioris to change. RIM will not even wait for the proletariat itself.
"Workerism"-worship of the workers whatever they do-and
"economism"-waiting for economic conditions to dish up revolution-
aries on the silver platter, especially through wage struggles-are not
only not ways of advancing the revolutionary line now, they are also
good ways to blow a revolutionary opportunity.
, the U.S. imperialists will not fall at the will of RIM. Still, by
exposing every atrocity against the exploited and war-stricken peo-
ple; RIM hastens the time when the imperialists will not be able to
rulei and brings closer the opportunity to seize state power from those
driven to nuclear war by the logic of capitalism. *

MIM Constitution
RevisedJonuary 1995

Membership in the Maoist Intemationalist Movement (MIM) boils
down to one thing-Marxism-lrninism-Maoism (MLM). The funda-
mental focus of MIM's outlook is intemationalism. All revolutions are
to be understood through the eyes of the majority of the world's people:
the intemational proletariat. Struggles against patriarchy, capitalism and
nafional chauvinism or any other essential revolutionary struggle begins

Yt."li::3#i:Titll; MLM berong in MrM. rhose who do not, io not.
MIM values the political dialogue and work of all people in the anti-
imperialist and anti-militarist movements.
. One major difficulty with this requirement is that many people who

claim to uphold MLM, such as Deng Xiaoping and his U.S. supporters
(such as the ex-League.of Revolutionary Struggle), are phonies.

To distinguish phony MLM from genuing MLM it is necessary to
list some of the features of MLM.

' 1. Belief that the Soviet Union became social-imperialist after Stalin
died. That it was a state-capitalist country which was socialist in words
and imperialist in deeds.

2. Belief that the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution represents
the most advanced experience of humanity yet in matters of politics and
economic construction.

3. Belief that the Amerikan white working class is primarily a non-
revolutionary worker-elite at this time; thus it is not the principal vehi-
cle to advance Maoism in this country.

' Comrades who uphold MLM and side with MIM on the Cultural
Revolution, the Soviet Union, and the white working class belong in
MIM.
- . Comrades who are not sure if they uphold MLM are reminded that
if has the following features among others:
. , l. Belief that a vanguard Party is necessary at this stage in history to

lead the struggle for proletarian revolution and against imperialism, mil-
itarism, and patriarchy.

" 2. Willingness to uphold Party discipline. That means comrades
abide by majority decisions to the best of their ability.

3. The "right" and "duty" to struggle with the majority view and
change it where it is incorrect; while carrying out the will of the major-
ity until it changes unless the will of the majority is not merely incorrect
but outright bourgeois.
. 4. The t duty" to make a break with or away from the Party in action

if fhe Party is taken over by revisionism-i.e., if it takes up revisionism
of-t[re post-Stalin Soviet variety, the post-Mao Chinese variety, any of
the various forms of social-democratic opportunism popular in the West
or any other form of bourgeois ideology. Ultimately it is the responsi-
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bility of individual comrades to decide whether or not the Party is mak-
ing merely minor and tactical enors (which all parties will make) or fun-
damental revisions of or breaks with MLM.

5. Belief that as long as there is imperialism, there will be war.

Unity
l. Comrades may not be rejected from Party membership for reasons

not written in the Constitution.
2. Comrades have the duty of ensuring the maximum unity of the

vanguard of the proletariat. They must struggle to ensure that no one is
excluded from active Party life over minor faults, differences, personal-
ity conflicts etc. Comrades must be Maoists on the whole, not perfect.

3. Comrades may be expelled for actions detrimental to the unity of
the intemational proletariat, but only for actions which fall into one of
the written categories below

(a) Comrades will not practice national chauvinism, racism, sexism,
heterosexism, or other discrimination. In addition, comrades must
refrain from insulting, harassing or discriminating against people for
their group status, when the group status is not a conscious choice.

For example, a woman is bom female. She cannot decide to be male.
A Palestinian is bom to PaleStinian parents. Comrades who would insult
women, Palestinians, disabled people etc. do not belong in the Party.

Naturally comrades may criticize Judaism or Zionism, but not Jews
as a group for all etemity because of their supposedly inborn character-
istics or genes or some such ahistorical metaphysical nonsense. On the
other hand, it is permissible to generalize about Americans, white South
Africans, Israeli Jews within a given historical context. For example,
comrades may state that these groups of people are on the side of impe,-
rialism for the'most part right now, but they may not attribute any fixed
characteristics to these groups for all time.

(b) dishonesty, chqting or stealing without regard for the people.
(c) Failure to distribute MIM literature or generally aid the MIM

press.
4. Comrades warned, suspended or expelled for their actions detri-

mental to the unity of the international proletariat may be reinstated
depending on the severity of their actions and the completeness of their
self-criticism. Once again, comrades must be evaluated overall.

5. Comrades are not allowed to belong to or endorse other orga-
nizations which claim to be general socialist, revolutionary, commu-
nist or anarchist groups. *

SPBCIAL OFFER!
Join DIIM's

Book-of-the-Month Club

You send a book a month to us, we send a
book a month to prisoners. N0 gimmicks.
0r use our alternative plan: you send us a
million dollars, we send a book to mcH of
the million prisoners held in Amerika's
imnerialist dunoeons. Choose from a wide
sel'ection of Maixist classics, Chinesehts-
tory, and revolutionary Black, Latino and
Fi rst Nation literatu re.

THEtrt wRRp r up Rlrto tvtltt r ro:
D0 Eor 1515, flnn lrhr. nl {0100'fil0, or
D0 Xol lg0l0. los flngclrs; lfl 90019-0010.


